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ANNUAL REPORT
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER
Legislative Proposals, 1930
The Department of Education presents the following recommendations for
legislation as set forth in the drafts of bills submitted to the General Court:
—
1. An Act Permitting the Investment of the Funds of the Teachers' Retirement
System in Securities in which are Legal Investments for Savings Banks and also the
Deposit of the Said Funds in Saving Banks. — Members of the Association are
required to pay assessments of 5 per cent of their salary, with the provision that
the maximum annual assessment shall be $100 and the minimum annual assessment
$35. The fund created by these assessments is referred to in the law as the An-
nuity Fund. This fund is in the custody of the State Treasurer, and at the present
time it can be invested only in accordance with the laws governing the investment
of sinking funds. The investments made during the past year have yielded only
about 4X per cent interest. The proposed legislation is recommended in order
that a higher interest return may be secured. The average income received by
savings banks on their investments during the past year was about 5.6 per cent,
and the average rate paid by savings banks during the past year was about 4.75
per cent.
2. An Act Providing that any Deficiency in the Annuity Fund for Active or Retired
Members under the Teachers' Retirement Law Shall be Made Good by the Common-
wealth. — The Teachers' Retirement Law applies to all cities and towns in Massa-
chusetts except Boston. The members of the Association are required to pay
assessments to the Annuity Fund which fund is in the custody of the State Treas-
urer. The law provides that in case of resignation or death before retirement, the
amount to the credit of the members shall be returned. Upon retirement a member
receives the annuity which his contributions with interest will purchase based on
regular life insurance tables. There are now 1,150 retired members, and with such
a limited number on the retired list there is bound to be considerable variation
between the actual number of deaths and the expected deaths based on the mortal-
ity table used. This variation will result in a deficit occurring at times in the
Annuity Fund.
It would seem that it was the intention of the law to have the fund guaranteed
by the Commonwealth. In fact, there is such a provision in the three following
laws, which are similar in principle to the Teachers' Retirement Law
:
Retirement Law for State Employees, G. L., chap. 32, sec. 4 (2) B(b).
Retirement Law for County Employees, G. L., chap. 32, sec. 24 (2) B (b).
General Retirement Law for Cities and Towns, G. L., chap. 32, sec. 30 (2) B (b).
It is, therefore, recommended that, in case a deficit occurs in the Annuity Fund
for active or retired members, established by the Teachers' Retirement Law, the
deficit shall be made good by the Commonwealth.
3. An Act Providing Sabbatical Leave to Teachers of the State Normal Schools. —
The practice of providing sabbatical leave to teachers that they may better perform
the task for which they are employed is increasing throughout the United States.
Provisions have been made whereby many colleges and city school systems grant
a year's leave of absence with half-pay to teachers once in seven years. It is recom-
mended that the General Court pass a law authorizing the Department of Educa-
tion to grant leaves of absence for teachers in the State Normal Schools, provided,
the teacher has been in the service of the State Normal Schools for six years, and
provided, that the leave of absence shall be granted only for the purpose of profes-
sional study and improvement. If a leave of absence extends for an entire year,
the department would be authorized to grant haK the annual salary of the instruc-
tor, while a leave of absence of a half year might be granted with the full salary
for that period. A teacher granted a leave of absence under the provisions of this
act would be expected to continue in the service of the State for a period equal in
length to twice the length of the leave of absence granted. A teacher who did not
continue in service after such leave of absence would be required to return to the
State Treasury a sum of money proportionate to that received during the period of
absence.
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4. An Act Relating to the Transportation of High School Pupils.— Section 66
of Chapter 71 of the General Laws provides that, in case a pupil lives more than
two miles from school and transportation is not provided, the parent or guardian
of such pupil may appeal to the Department of Education, which may, after investi-
gation, direct the town to furnish transportation for a part or all of the distance.
The above section applies in the case of a high school pupil attending school in
the town of his residence. It does not apply in the case of a town having no high
school whose pupils attend a high school in an adjoining town. The proposed
amendment will more nearly equalize the opportunities for transportation afforded
pupils both in towns having high schools and in towns not having high schools.
Compulsory School Attendance
In previous years the Department has recommended an amendment to the laws
relative to compulsory attendance at school of minors over fourteen years of age.
The Legislature of 1929 appointed a commission to study the question of increasing
the educational requirements of the Commonwealth. The commission has reported
a bill which is here summarized.
1. Raise the compulsory school attendance age to fifteen years and allow the
superintendent of schools to transfer to the continuation or any other specialized
type of school, on a full time basis, any pupil between the ages of fourteen and
fifteen, who in his opinion, would be benefited by such transfer.
Exception: In case of economic necessity, allow the superintendent of schools
to certificate a pupil fourteen years of age to employment, provided said pupil
has completed the requirements of grade VI. Such pupil so certificated shall
attend continuation school not less than four hours per week while employed and
on a full time basis during unemployment.
2. Raise the grade requirement to grade VII, however, allowing the superin-
tendent to certificate a pupil who has attended school for a period of not less than
eight years and who has failed to meet the requirements of grade VII.
3. Allow the superintendent to certificate a pupil fifteen years of age to employ-
ment, provided said pupil has completed the requirements of grade VII (or attended
school for a period of not less than eight years) . Such pupil so certificated shall
attend continuation school for a period of at least four hours per week while em-
ployed and on a full time basis during unemplojanent, until arriving at the age of
sixteen years. This shall apply to cities and towns having 100 or more such pupils
and may apply to any other town.
Permit any city or town to advance said continuation school requirements from
sixteen to seventeen years.
4. Permit and encourage the local adoption of the principle of voluntary half-
time schooling for minors fifteen years of age, who have completed the requirements
of grade VII.
5. Provide that towns having 100 or more employed minors, between the ages
of fifteen and sixteen, shall establish and maintain continuation schools. Allow
any such towns or any other towns having a smaller number, to form continuation
school districts. Any district thus formed shall establish and maintain a continua-
tion school.
6. Provide the following scale of reimbursement (50%) for larger towns and
cities to (100%) for small towns and towns comprising continuation school dis-
tricts, based on present reimbursement law for vocational and continuation schools
and tuition in high schools.
Towns having a valuation:
a. Over $1,000,000 y^ reimbursement
b. Between $500,000 and $1,000,000 . . . H reimbursement
c. Under $500,000 ...... full reimbursement
7. Provide that the above proposals shall take effect September 1, 1932, or
earlier at option of local authorities.
I
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DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
Beginnings of University Extension in the United States
University extension, in the sense in which we now understand it, took root in
America as an extension of the Ubrary services in some of the cities in America.
Among the cities establishing such extension services were, notably Buft'alo,
Chicago, and St. Louis. In 1890 the movement had progressed far enough to
warrant the formation of an organization supported by private subscription— the
American Society for the Extension of University Teaching. New York was the
first state to make an appropriation for university extension, and that state ap-
propriated $10,000 in 1891 for this service. During the next ten years, university
extension was tried as an educational experiment in a number of institutions; and
after this period of experimentation, enough good results were realized to con-
vince American lawmakers that this form of education should be supported by state
taxation.
Growth of University Extension in Massachusetts
Popular education has always flourished in Massachusetts, and the people of the
State have benefited by the extra-mural activities of college and university teachers.
Some of the most famous lecturers in the days of the popularity of the Lyceum
were natives of Massachusetts. In 1839 the Lowell Institute was founded, and has,
from the first, been a powerful auxiliary factor in the education of adults in Boston.
In most cities in Massachusetts, however, the field of educational opportunity for
adults was relatively barren. A perception of the need for educational facilities
for the men and women who, because of economic pressure, had to "learn while
they earned," was felt early and capitalized by enterprising opportunists in the
evolution of private correspondence schools.
Legislation Establishing Massachusetts College
Educators in Massachusetts did not, however, turn with enthusiasm to cor-
respondence schools as in some other states. Some began to talk of a state uni-
versity, while others who did not think it practicable to establish a state university
proposed a new type of institution of higher learning. They proposed to establish
the Massachusetts College, which was to fill the gaps in our educational system.
In some respects it was a higher institution with its faculty traveling in a circuit.
It would have been one of the most original and far-sighted attempts ever made in
adult education. It was proposed under a legislative act in 1910 to establish a
number of local college centers in the more important cities in the State. There
was to be a central faculty consisting of heads of departments who were to ad-
minister the teaching and recommend appointments, and there was to be a central
executive office in Boston, but no great central plant. Existing educational build-
ings in cities and towns were to be used. Sixteen college presidents expressed belief
in the experiment and willingness to receive properly qualified students of the col-
lege in their junior years.
In 1910 the Massachusetts Legislature passed an act establishing Massachusetts
College, but with the provision that the act should not become effective until a
considerable sum was contributed for its endowment. The necessary sums were
not obtained, so that Massachusetts College was never officially established.
Boston Commission on University Extension Courses
University extension, as an activity of the endowed colleges and universities in
the vicinity of Boston, was organized in 1910 with the name of "Commission on
University Extension Courses." This Commission had the financial aid of the
funds of the Lowell Institute. The courses offered at that time were given mostly
by professors and instructors from Harvard and Boston universities.
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University Extension Committees Representing Colleges and Universities
IN Massachusetts
The discussion which attended the agitation to estabhsh Massachusetts College
with its centers for higher education in scattered locations in the Commonwealth
increased the interest of the existing colleges and universities of the State in the
extension of their educational activities. In the winter of 1914-1915, representa-
tives of the more important colleges and universities in the State met in Boston to
organize university extension work. As opinions were expressed at that time, the
delegates felt that the colleges of the State should make themselves more useful to
the public at large, and it was decided to divide the State into four sections for the
purpose of organizing university extension courses. The first section was the
eastern part of the State to be served by the "Boston group" of colleges and uni-
versities; the second section, centering at Worcester, was to be served by the
higher institutions of that city; the third section, which comprises the Connecticut
Valley, was allotted to the Connecticut Valley group of colleges, while the fourth
section, which lies in the extreme western part of the State, was to be under the
care of Williams College. Immediately following this division of the State into
geographic sections, the designated institutions became active in offering courses
for employed men and women.
ESTABLISHMENT OF STATE UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
The continued interest in the proposed activities of Massachusetts College and
the agitation for a State university had another concrete result. While the colleges
and universities of the State were unlocking their facilities and sending out their
teachers to the people, the General Court was considering the enactment of a meas-
ure designed to establish university extension on a State-supported basis. The
following important paragraphs are quoted from the act of establishment which
was passed and approved in May, 1915.
The department is l;tereby authorized to co-operate
with existing institutions of learning in the establishment and conduct of
university extension and correspondence courses; to supervise the adminis-
tration of all extension and correspondence courses which are supported in
whole or in part by state revenues; and also where that is deemed advisable,
to establish and conduct university extension and correspondence courses for
the benefit of residents of Massachusetts: provided, that nothing in this act
shall be construed as giving to the said department or to the board of educa-
tion the control or direction of extension and correspondence courses in agri-
culture or in subjects directly related thereto when these are administered
under the direction of the Massachusetts Agricultural College. The said
department, subject to the approval of the board of education, may eiriploy
such agents, lecturers, instructors, assistants and clerks, for whole or part time,
as may be necessary for proper compliance with the provisions of this act.
With the approval of the governor and council and of the board of education,
it may rent suitable offices for the conduct of its work.
The said department for the purposes of such university extension or cor-
respondence courses, may, with the consent of the proper city or town officials
or school committees, use the school buildings or other public buildings and
grounds of any city or town within the Commonwealth, and may also use
normal school buildings and grounds and, with the consent of the boards or
commissions in charge of the same, such other school buildings as are owned or
controlled by the commonwealth. City and town officials and committees
are hereby authorized to allow the use of buildings and grounds under their
charge by the department for the purposes of university extension or corre-
spondence courses, subject to the rules and regulations which such officials or
committees may establish : provided, however, that such use shall not interfere
or be inconsistent with the use of said buildings and grounds by the public
schools of the city or town. The department may also arrange for the use of
such other buildings, grounds, and facilities as may prove to be necessary for
the conduct of its work, and may expend in rent therefor such sums as may
from time to time be necessary.
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The organization of State-supported university extension courses began in No-
vember, 1915. A careful study was first made of existing educational institutions
in the Commonwealth, to determine in what ways such institutions could co-
operate with the State in offering these courses in important centers of population
and for correspondence study. The first instruction was given by correspondence,
but as the need became apparent, extension classes were formed.
In conducting correspondence courses there is little or no conflict with institutions
supported by taxation in Massachusetts. Nearly all educational work of this kind
offered previously in this State, except in subjects relating to agriculture, had been
done by universities located in other states or by private institutions conducted
primarily for profit. Large sums of money were spent every year in pajonent for
these correspondence courses, and it was one of the objects in the estabUshment of
State-supported university extension courses to give residents of the Common-
wealth opportunities to receive education of this kind on practically a free basis.
Another important consideration favoring the early development of correspondence
courses was the obvious ease in securing a necessarily large staff of instructors for
part-time services. Correspondence instruction can be given by teachers at times
when they are not following a regular class program.
University extension classes are usually formed through the efforts of an interested
individual or organization. They meet ordinarily once a week at a suitable time
agreed upon by all persons concerned, in the late afternoon, evening, or on Saturday
morning. Whenever it is practicable to do so, schools or other local public build-
ings are used as meeting places for University Extension classes. Libraries and
school buildings have rooms which are usually well-suited for classes. Since the
estabUshrnent of State university extension in Massachusetts, it has been a funda-
rnental principle in its administration that the community receiving these educa-
tional advantages should provide, without expense to the State, the necessary
housing services. In some cases, classes have been organized in shops and factories,
particularly for the accommodation of those employed in these places.
Funds Available for University Extension
In the first years following the establishment of university extension as a State
activity, the appropriations for conducting this work were inadequate, with the
result that frequently in the two or three months preceding the end of the fiscal year
in November there were insufficient funds for the instruction of all who wanted to
enroll in classes and in correspondence courses. It was necessary, therefore, to
estabhsh waiting lists of those applying for enrolment; and it was not unusual
for such waiting lists to be estabhshed early in October. This arrangement was
particularly unfortunate, for the reason that the months of October and November
are in the season of the year when most employed men and women are casting
about for suitable opportunities for winter study. In fact, when a class is open
for enrolment early in October, it is likely to receive an enrolment two or three
times as large as if the same subject is offered for enrolment in December or January.
In recent years, the university extension courses have had more adequate funds
so that this difficulty has not arisen of late.
Co-operation with Colleges, Universities, and Public Schools
Without the co-operation of the faculties and administrative officers of the col-
leges and universities, the State University Extension activities could not have
attained their present success. The instruction in nearly all the important subjects
of college grade is given by members of the faculties of the institutions of higher
education. All the colleges, universities, and technical schools of collegiate grade
in the Commonwealth have co-operated by permitting the members of their facul-
ties to give imiversity extension courses; and it is not the custom of these institu-
tions to suggest for work of this kind inexperienced or inadequately trained men.
Usually, the institutions when approached for such services have recommended
and tried to furnish their best lecturers and teachers. Some institutions, notably
Harvard University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology, have made avail-
able for university extension courses large lecture rooms in their buildings, which
are easily accessible to important lines of transportation.
Without the co-operation of the local school and other authorities, it would have
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been impossible to offer class instruction in university extension courses throughout
the state on the present extensive scale. In many places, the opening, heating, and
lighting of buildings for the classes, entailed considerable expense, but everywhere
the school committees, library trustees, and other public officials have been willing
to provide accommodations for the people who were enrolled, most of whom were,
of course, residents of the district in which the class was given.
In Worcester, the Classical High School building has been set aside for the use of
extension students. This school is, therefore, locally known as a university ex-
tension center. People interested in extension classes may secure there, and at
the office of the Superintendent of Schools at City Hall, the same information
and direction as would be available at the State House. Similar facilities are
provided in Pittsfield, Salem, Lowell, New Bedford, Fall River, and other cities and
towns. In Springfield, the Department of Education maintains an office which
is in charge of a woman who gives all her time to the organization of university
extension classes. In that city, the Central High School has been made available
for these classes which are offered for the benefit of the residents of the Connecticut
Valley.
Annually the Department of Education pubhshes special bulletins announcing
the regular university extension classes which will be offered locally in the large
cities during the school year. This definite information as to time and place of
meeting for all such classes is of considerable assistance to those who are arranging
their affairs so that they can enroll in educational courses of interest to them.
Report of Commission on Higher Education
In 1922 the Legislature created a "commission for an investigation relative to
opportunities and methods for higher education in the commonwealth.'"' In the
course of its labors the Commission made a survey of university extension in its
bearing on the main question. As a result of its findings the Commission suggested
in its report "that much should be done by the Division of University Extension
in the field of home economics, particularly in the great industrial centers. There
are many other fields of education helpful to the people which this division could
economically and efficiently cultivate to the great advantage of the Commonwealth.
It should have larger appropriations in order to render the needed service."
A majority of the members of the Commission signed a report in favor of the
establishment of a State-wide system of junior colleges. By this plan the first
two college years would be brought within reach of every high school graduate in
the State. Working on lines which parallel the suggestion, the division has from
time to time established series of first-year college courses in convenient centers.
The courses offered were English literature and composition, economics, French,
Spanish, college algebra, trigonometry, and American history.
The report of the Commission further states
:
This brief outhne of the extension division activities indicates clearly that
the division has met very satisfactorily the long felt need of citizens in the State
for educational facilities through extension classes and correspondence courses.
The division has endeavored to reach the greatest possible number of people in
all sections of the State and has offered to them a great variety of courses
touching both their cultural and vocational needs. What seems especially
gratifying is that through the use of local facilities the division has been able to
accomplish these great results at a very low cost to the State.
Attention should, however, be called to the fact that as yet the extension
division has not developed so diversified a program of university extension as
is found at a number of state universities in other parts of the country. Only
a small beginning has been made in visual instruction and a community lec-
ture service. Nothing is being done in library package service except by the
division of public libraries, which distributes books costing approximately
$8,000 per annum to local public libraries. Other fields of university extension
work found in many states include bureaus of municipal reference, social service
institutes, commercial and industrial relations, school debating and pubfic




Aside from the need of more education generally, probably the chief factor in
the growth of university extension in Massachusetts has been the consistent aim
of the Department of Education to discover as exactly as possible what the people
of the State want, followed by the equally consistent attempt to give them as
effectively as possible what they want. The Department has felt, without any
suggestion of condescension, that the people can be trusted to want nothing that
will be unworthy or inconsistent with sound educational principles. Hence, there
have been no autocratic rules nor artificial standards estabhshed. The subject
matter of extension courses has been shaped regardless of academic conventions,
and instructors have been selected primarily ]:)ecause of their ability to give the
kind of teaching desired by the people rather than because of their academic
degrees or institutional connections. In consequence of these various procedures,
university extension in Massachusetts is flexible, responsive, and in demand by
large numbers of people having widely var3dng interests.
Certificates for Students
Those who complete State University Extension courses receive certificates,
stating the name of the course and the number of lessons covered. If the course is
of college grade and has been given by a professor or instructor in a recognized
college or university, a statement of college credits is added with the name of the
instructor and of the institutions with which he is connected. When these coUege-
grade certificates are presented at colleges and universities, in most cases full
academic credit for advanced standing is given to the student. Definite arrange-
ments for college credits have been made on this basis with the State Normal
Schools in Massachusetts, the Teachers College of the City of Boston, the School of
Education of Boston University, the Department of Education of Tufts College,
and also with the following institutions when the instruction has been given by a
member of its own faculty: Smith College, Mt. liolyoke College, Massachusetts
Agricultural College, Clark University, Yale University, Columbia University and
New York University.
Certificates are issued for single courses, and there is provision for awarding
suitable diplomas for the completion of a group of courses as, for example, in Engi-
neering, Advanced Commercial, and Academic courses. As regards the latter group,
there are two forms of the certificate, one for high school, and the other for col-
legiate subjects.
Fees for State Extension Courses
At the time university extension courses were established, there was considerable
discussion as to whether instruction should be free, as in other parts of the public
school system. It was decided, however, to charge a nominal amount for each
course to cover at least the cost of text materials, postage, and transportation
charges. For a number of years State Extension courses were offered for low fees,
and the enrolment in correspondence courses was large compared with the number
now being taught by this method. There is in every town and rural communit}''
in Massachusetts a considerable group of prospective students who could afford
correspondence courses costing two dollars or thereabout, but who, rather than pay
ten dollars, choose to go without instruction. By increasing the chaTges for cor-
respondence courses as has been done progressively since 1922, the Department
has probably detached itself from its most natural market, and from those who
could most benefit by home study with instruction by mail. A numerous class
of citizens who can afford to pay only for inexpensive courses has to go without
the instruction which, presumabh^ they desire and need.
When the charges for courses were low, there was complaint in some quarters,
that, so it was alleged, the number of enrolled students who completed courses
was small. It was argued that if students were obliged to pay higher prices for
courses they would be more likely to carry them through to completion. The
records of the division, however, do not bear out this contention. Comparing the
data on completions between Dec. 1, 1920, and Nov. 30, 1921 (when courses were
still inexpensive), with those between Dec. 1, 1925, and Nov. 30, 1926, for example,
we find that the percentage of completions with reference to the number of enrol-
ments was practically the same for both periods, that is, slightly over sixty per
cent. Thus, the contention that higher charges for courses would reduce student
mortality does not appear to have been successfully maintained.
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Objects and Growth of University Extension AcTn^TiES
In the past year, the Division of University Extension gave instruction to
36,352 enrolled students, bringing the total registration since 1916 to 366,225.
Of those enrolled during the past year, 4,676 received instruction in correspondence
courses, 31,324 in classes, and 352 in radio courses. The total for the year is ap-
proximatelj^ the same as the preceding j^ear's figure, 36,559; but the distribution
among the three branches of instruction is different. There was in the past year an
increase of more than 500 in correspondence enrolments, a decrease of approximately
1,000 in class enrolments, and a decrease of a httle more than 500 in radio enrol-
ments. The number of towns reached was approximately the same as in the pre-
ceding year but the number of classes appreciablj'- larger, showing a greater di-
versification of subjects taught. The expenditures for the year were $174,821.49.
The total return to the State Treasury from fees for courses and for other educa-
tional services was $160,722.71. The net cost per enrolled student was $.38.
The cost to the Commonwealth, therefore, for this valuable service was only
$14,098.78. This figure is $5,527 less than the cost for the preceding fiscal year.
Two outstanding reasons may be given for the small decrease in class enrolment
during the past year. An epidemic of influenza in January, 1929, the season when
the division is organizing most of its second term courses, caused enrolments to fall
off considerably because of hesitancy of the people to attend public gatherings
during such an epidemic. Another reason is that more classes were discontinued
because of insufficient enrolments than in previous years. This was necessary as
a complement to the policy of the division of reducing expenses and the cost of its
work. That success is being realized in this direction is shown by the fact that the
net cost of universitj^ extension courses to the people of Massachusetts in the past
four years has been declining appreciably. In 1926, the net cost was $57,041; in
1927, it was $35,246; and in 1928, it was $19,625. This year it was only $14,098.
This would indicate that the time when the division wiU be nearly seK-supporting
is not far distant.
More than three hundred and fifty thousand men and women have been given
educational advantages by the division since its first student was enrolled for in-
struction January 16, 1916. Those who make up this figure have varied in ages
from the 'teens to the seventies, and the territory reached by university extension
courses has extended from the Phihppine Islands to British India and from Panama
to Newfoundland and Alaska, but the majority have been men and women between
23 and 30 years of age, residing in Massachusetts, and representing practically every
racial stock found in the State, including Orientals, and every kind of educational
background ranging from the primary school to the university.
Relative Costs and Enrolments
The following table has been prepared to show the facts regarding costs and en-
rolments since the organization of the division in 1915. In that j^ear the appropria-
tion of $25,000 was spent chiefly for permanent equipment. For that reason no
attempt has been made to distribute this amount over yearly per student enrol-
ment costs. The heading "Year" in the table represents the State fiscal j^ear,




New and Revised Courses and Courses op Special Interest
The largest course organized during the year was Modern Writers, with a total
enrolment of 1,086, of whom 843 were enrolled in the evening section and 243 in
the morning section. A close second to this was the course in the Psychology of
Business and Social Problems, with an enrolment of 804.
Another of the larger courses, and perhaps the most spectacular of the year, was
Keeping Mentally Fit (Mental Hygiene for the Adult), given in the Gardner Audi-
torium of the State House. Seven hundred and seventy-five students enrolled.
The lectures were given by eight noted experts in the subject of psychiatry. They
were:
Dr. Joseph Jastrow, author of the textbook of the course, "Keeping Mentally
Fit," and formerly professor of psychology, University of Wisconsin.
Dr. Douglas A. Thom, Director of the Division of Mental Hygiene, Massachu-
setts Department of Mental Diseases.
Dr. Karl M. Bowman, Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical
School.
Dr. James J. Walsh, Medical Director, Fordham University School of Sociology
and Professor of Physiological Psychology at Cathedral College, New York City.
Dr. V. V. Anderson, Director of Medical Research, R. H. Macy Company, New
York.
Dr. Thomas Verner Moore, Director, Clinic for Mental and Nervous Diseases,
Providence Hospital, Washington, D. C.
Dr. Abraham Myerson, Professor of Neurology, Tufts College Medical School.
Dr. Esther Loring Richards, Associate Professor of Psychiatry, Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Md.
The lectures are to be repeated in Springfield in the winter of 1930.
The Bay State in American Literature, the so-called "Tercentenary Course,"
has so far been one of the largest and most successful the division has ever at-
tempted. It is being given by the division as an observance of the 300th anniver-
sary of the Commonwealth. The subject is divided into four parts of eight weekly
lectures. These parts are entitled "The Puritan Background," "The Bay State,
Colonial and Revolutionary," "Boston — Cambridge— Concord," and "The
Bay State in Modern Literature." The first part of the series opened on October
2, 1929,. with an enrolment of 713 in the evening section and 339 in the morning
section. The last lecture of the entire series will be given May 28, 1930.
The course in International Affairs which the division has given for several years
was repeated in Boston this year with an em-olment of 230. The subjects of the
lectures were: "America's Outlook in World Affairs," "The European Situation,"
"Disarmament," "Social and Humanitarian Work of the League of Nations,"
"Nationalism and Internationalism in Education," "The Opium Question in the
Far East," "Political and Educational Conditions in the Far East," and "PubUc
International Unions." The speakers were:
Francis B. Sayre, Professor of Law, Harvard University.
Edward A. Filene, Boston merchant and economist.
George S. Miller, Professor of History and Government, Tufts College.
Dr. Robert C. Dexter, Head, Social Relations Department, American Unitarian
Association, Boston.
John J. Mahoney, Professor of Education, Boston University.
Jewell B. Knight, Assistant in Education, Harvard University.
Lawrence L. Lau, Harvard University.
Dr. John Fairfield Sly, Lecturer on Government, Harvard University.
Other courses, besides those mentioned above, which were given for the first
time in 1928-29 were: Life Insurance Fundamentals, Vacuum Tubes for Radio
Receiving Sets, Aeronautical Mathematics, Popular Aviation, Air Transportation,
Structures and Rigging, Celtic Literature, The Political Situation in Russia, The






The facilities for visual instruction offered by the division have been attractin'j;
special attention as the Massachusetts Bay Tercentenary approaches. The rental of
slides and films has substantially increased since the beginning of visual education
service by the division. During the past year the receipts from this service were
$8,574. During the preceding year they were $2,982.
The Chronicles of America series of three and four reel films have proved to be
the most popular offering of the division. This popularity may be attributed to
their appropriateness for Tercentenary celebrations. They depict fifteen signifi-
cant events in American history and can be easily linked with lectures, class work,
or patriotic exercises. Included in this list of films are such titles as "Columbus,"
"Jamestown," 'Vincennes," "The Pilgrims," "The Eve of the Revolution," and
"The Declaration of Independence."
These films, — the work of men who have devoted their lives to the study of
history, — are accurate reproductions of the periods they represent down to the
most minute detail. In selecting the actors to take the parts of historical charac-
ters, the editors went to great expense of time and money. Each film is a con-
centrated lesson in itself. There is a contract price for the entire set of forty-seven
reels when they are aU booked in one order.
Because of the great strides taken in recent years in the development of visual
education through the use of films and slides, the division has built up a visual
library that covers not history alone but includes illustrative material useful in
classes in geography, Americanization, science, vocational training, economics,
and nature study. There are also special features available— dramatizations of
"The Vicar of Wakefield," and "The Cricket on the Hearth," bits from the lives of
great American authors, Christmas pictures, and artistic studies of the four seasons.
With this type of film might be grouped other recreational pictures such as "Our
Gang" comedies, "Aesop's Fables," dramatized fairy tales, and Grantland Rice
Sporflights.
The variety of uses to which University Extension films are put attests to their
popularity. Their use in the schoolroom and the school hall is widespread, because
the service offered by the division reaches the most distant of rural districts as
easily as institutions in Boston itself. For Americanization classes such titles as
"The Gates of Opportunity," "The Land of Opportunity," and "Making of an
American" have a special appeal. When groups of high school or grammar school
students plan an evening gathering, they frequently turn for their source of enter-
tainment to the films in the visual library of the division.
Women's clubs have found attractive pictures relating to hygiene, the beautifica-
tion of the home and garden, art, civics, and all the variety of subjects that the
modern woman has found worth her study. The reUgious department of the hbrary
is a treasure house for churches and young people's societies, seeking a valuable
innovation for group meetings. County agents and 4-H clubs also look to the
library of the division for the advancement of their work.
To the teacher who feels the need of stimulating his students outside their daily
routine so that their minds will be more active when applied to prescribed studies,
all the several hundred films in the library are of interest. The teacher whose work
is more restricted because of time or room, however, finds available films that apply
to the specialized subjects that he is teaching.
Of the 1,532 showings of University Extension films in the past year, 609 were of
the Chronicles of America series and 923 were of other films. School centers where
regular bookings of the Chronicles of America series are being made are : Amesbury
Arlington, Attleboro, Boston, Bourne, Brockton, Brookline, Everett, Fall River,
Kingston, Lawrence, Lexington, Lowell, Nahant, New Bedford, Pittsfield, Ply-
mouth, Salem, Somerville, Waltham, Watertown and Winchester.
Correspondence Courses
More students enrolled in University Extension correspondence courses during
the past year than in any preceding year since 1924. The increase of 500 over the
figure for 1928 was achieved in the face of relatively high charges made for cor-
respondence instruction. One method by which this increase was attained was
that followed in the case of the ground school course in aeronautics. It was found
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that this subject was one of the more popular of the new courses offered and special
attention was given to it in timely newspaper publicity. This publicity brought in
many inquiries, which were closely followed up and resulted in a large number of
enrohnents. On another occasion, when Federal civil service examinations were
to be held, a list of prospective candidates was secured and form letters describing
university extension correspondence courses in civil service subjects were sent to
them.
The greatest interest in correspondence study is shown in subjects of practical
rather than cultural value, and the majority of students em'oUed in the home study
school are men. A list of those courses in each of which there has been a total enrol-
ment of more than 600 since the organization of the division follows: Business
Arithmetic, 610; Blueprint and Plan Reading, 1,009; Bookkeeping, 1,134; Civil
Service English, 3,059; Elementary Spanish, 638; Elementary English, 2,876
Elementary Applied Arithmetic, 1,918; Elementary Algebra, 1,575; Elementary
Accounting, 2,062; English for New Americans, 906; English for Business, 678;
French, 991; Gasoline Automobiles, 618; Mechanical Drawing, 1,416; Plain Eng-
lish, 3,299; Practical Applied Mathematics, 3,008; Principles of Accounting, 1,071
;
Practical Electricity, 976; and Show Card Writing, 612. These figures show that
Plain English and Civil Service English are the two most popular courses with
Practical Applied Mathematics running a very close third.
A policy of co-operating with societies, institutions, industries, and other organiza-
tions by selling correspondence material to them at cost and reading and grading
group papers at a nominal sum was begun during the World War. At that time
one hundred copies of each of the correspondence courses of the division were sent
to the American Expeditionary Forces in France. Many of the soldiers had pre-
viously taken class courses conducted by the division at training camps in the
United States. The most popular studj- was, of course, French.
Continuing this policy, the division has been of assistance to numerous social
organizations with educational programs, large manufacturing concerns, high
schools, universities, the Navy, the Coast Guards, prisons and welfare groups.
During the last j'^ear the Navy Department has purchased under the co-operative
plan 200 sets of material in the Plain English course, 100 in the United States His-
tory and Government course, 150 in Plane Geometry, and 50 in Gasoline and Oil
Engines. Fifty sets of the Plain English course have been sold to the Coast
Guards.
High schools at Westport, Baldwinsville, Stoughton, and Leicester have pur-
chased correspondence material to be used in classes or for individual students in
high schools, with the arrangement that the lesson-reports are corrected and graded
by instructors employed by the division. The total enrolment at Westport was 18,
divided among courses as follows: English History, 1; GasoUne Automobiles, 2;
Business Law, 7 ; German,!; Exterior Home Decoration, 2; Interior Home Deco-
ration, 1; Aviation, 1; Mechanical Drawing, 2; and Freehand Drawing, 1. Of
the 57 who have enrolled through the Baldwinsville High School, 38 have success-
fully completed their work and the remainder are still studying. Courses which
the Baldwinsville High School has used are: Gasoline Automobiles, Mechanical
Drawing, Household Management, Commercial Correspondence, Interior Home
Decoration, and Radio. Stoughton has had a total enrolment of 10 in a course in
Mechanical Drawing. Leicester has had a total enrolment of 13 in courses in
Gasoline Automobiles, Household Management, and Radio Principles.
About 300 prisoners in the State Prisons at Auburn, Comstock, Dannemora,
New York, and the State Penitentiary at Bellefonte, Pennsylvania, are now work-
ing on correspondence courses purchased from the division by the National Welfare
League. The courses most popular at these institutions are Plumbing, Drawing,
Accounting, Enghsh, Mathematics, Radio, Electricity, Typewriting, Interior and
Exterior Home Decoration, Stenography, Latin and Italian.
Within the last year Sing Sing Penitentiary has bought about 65 sets of various
material for the prisoners confined there. As in the other penal institutions, Eng-
lish is the most popular subject. Other courses ordered by Sing Sing, however, are
United States History, Elementary Spanish, Elementary Business Arithmetic,
Advanced Business Arithmetic, Everyday Arithmetic, Bookkeeping, Blueprint
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and Plan Reading, Business Geography, Penmanship, Paragraphing and Punctua-
tion, Freehand Drawing, Commercial Lettering, Salesmanship, and Advertising.
In April, 1929, the Federal prison at Leavenworth ordered 245 copies of course
materials. The subjects requested were chiefly in the field of engineering.
The total correspondence enrolment since the division was organized is 56,950.
Of this number 40,900 were men and 16,050 were women. The following table
shows the enrolments in university extension correspondence courses for the past
ten years:
1919-1920 3,869 1924-1925 4,429
1920-1921 5,330 1925-1926 4,531
1921-1922 6,358 ' 1926-1927 4,459
1922-1923 5,075 1927-1928 4,196
1923-1924 4,794 1928-1929 4,676
Geographical Distribution of Correspondence Students
When the university extension courses were established in Massachusetts in 1916,
there was no provision for the enrolment of those who were not residents of the
Commonwealth; and this restriction of enrolment continued until April, 1925,
when, by legislative act, the opportunities for enrolment were extended to non-
residents of the State. The following list gives the geographical distribution by
states, territories and countries, exclusive of Massachusetts, of correspondence
students enrolled during the past fiscal year in the university extension courses of
the division: Alabama, 1; California, 4; Connecticut, 41; Florida, 1; Illinois, 3
Indiana, 7; Kentucky, 1; Louisiana, 3; Maine, 19; Maryland, 2; Michigan, 11
Mississippi, 1; Missouri, 2; New Hampshire, 31; New Jersey, 19; New York, 385
North Carolina, 2; North Dakota, 1; Ohio, 3; Oregon, 3; Pennsylvania, 24
Rhode Island, 35; South Carolina, 1; South Dakota, 2; Texas, 1; Vermont, 11
Virginia, 10; Washington, 1; Wisconsin,/ 4 ; Wyoming, 1; District of Columbia,
9; Alaska, 1; British India, 2 ; Canada, 4; Oahu (Plulippine Islands), 1; Republic
of Panama, 1.
Summer Courses
The summer program of courses in education, which has been one feature of the
division's activity for the past nine years, was expanded this season. Four centers
were established as headquarters for teachers seeking the degree of Bachelor of
Science in Education, which is granted to the graduates of the State Normal Schools
at Bridgewater, Salem, and Worcester, who complete the required number of spe-
ciallj^ arranged university extension courses. These centers were the State Normal
Schools at Hyannis, Worcester, Fitchburg and North Adams. At Hyannis and
Worcester, four courses were offered; three were offered at North Adams; and two
at Fitchburg. Board and rooming accommodations were provided at Hyannis,
Fitchburg, and North Adams, so that teachers living in any part of the State could
take the courses in residence. In May, 1929, the Department approved arrange-
ments for offering university extension courses for credit toward the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Education at the State Normal Schools at Framingham and
Salem. Besides the usual academic courses required for the degree by these nor-
mal schools, the approved curriculum of University Extension courses includes com-
mercial subjects for those ein"olling for the degree at Salem and home economics
subjects for those enrolling at Framingham.
Since the plan of completing requirements for the State Normal School degree
through university extension courses was put into operation in February, 1928,
54 classes have been held with 1,443 teachers enrolled. These figures include the
period up to September 1, 1929.
Seven short unit professional improvement courses were offered also in the
summer of 1929. Two courses were given at Lowell, two at Springfield, and one
each at New Bedford, Fall River, and Worcester.
The total registration for all these summer courses offered in 1929 was exactly
500. The most popular course was "The Teaching of Oral and Silent Reading,"
given at Springfield in July. The enrolment in this course was 64.
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Radio Courses
In Massachusetts the first radio course for organized home study was offered in
November, 1924. The division was able to broadcast two courses in the year
1928-29. "Modern American Literature" was one of the subjects that were put
on the air. Two hundred and sixty-six students were enrolled. The lectures fol-
lowed immediately those broadcast by Walter Damrosch, director of the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra, and were intended especially for high school students.
Because of the success of this first noontime course, another was given in the
autumn. A series of lectures on "How to See and Read Plays" was begun on Fri-
day, October 18, at 12.08 p.m. It has been found that this hour is especially ad-
vantageous for high school students.
The procedure followed by the Division of University Extension in giving a radio
course is much the same as that adopted in similar institutions throughout the
country. Those who desire the correction of lesson papers apply for enrolment
by sending a nominal fee to the division. For this fee the student receives a syl-
labus or outline of each of the eight lectures to be given, with suggestions for further
study in the subject. The student listens to the lectures and then prepares his
lessons or thesis. These he sends to the instructor who grades them. The best
lesson reports are read over the radio in the last lecture in the course.
The recent limitation of the field of the local station used by the division, made
necessary by the great increase in broadcasting stations over the country, has, of
course, affected the university extension radio work. Enough people have still
evinced interest within the borders of New England and Eastern New York to
warrant continuation of radio courses. Another obstacle, however, has confronted
the division in the past few years. The greater part of the station's time is being
used by commercial organizations and the time open to university extension has
become more limited.
The limitation of the field of Massachusetts university extension radio courses
in recent j^ears is shown in the following tables. It will be noticed that in the earlier
years of broadcasting from Station WBZ, the years 1923-1925, sixteen students
were enrolled from states west of the Mississippi River and 120 from the Dominion
of Canada. More than half of the total number of enrolled students were from
states other than Massachusetts. The figures for 1928-1929, on the other hand,
show that approximately 88 per cent of the enrolled students were residents of
Massachusetts. It will also be seen that no students were enrolled from Canada
or from states west of the Mississippi River.
Geographical Distribution of Enrolled Students
In Radio Courses in 1923, 1924, and 1925 (2,557 enrolled): Massachusetts,
1,160; New York, 236; Connecticut, 215; Pennsylvania, 180; Maine, 114; New
Hampshire, 96; Ohio, 81; Michigan, 48; Vermont, 47; Virginia, 36; West Virginia,
31; North Carolina, 27; Marjdand, 26; New Jersey, 19; Georgia, 15; lUinois,
14; Rhode Island, 14; Wisconsin, 12; Indiana, 11; Tennessee, 8; Washington,
D. C, 6; Alabama, 5; Iowa, 5; South Carolina, 5; Arkansas, 4; Florida, 4; Mis-
souri, 2; Montana, 2; Delaware, 1; Mississippi, 1; South Dakota, 1; Texas, 1;
Nebraska, 1; Ontario, 53; Nova Scotia, 28; New Brunswick, 19; Quebec, 17;
Newfoundland, 2; Labrador, 1.
Geographical Distribution of Enrolled Students
In Radio Courses in the School Year 1928-1929 (352 enrolled): Massachu-
setts, 311; New Hampshire, 6; Maine, 6; Vermont, 3; Connecticut, 15; New York,
4; New Jersey, 1; Maryland, 1; Ohio, 1; Pennsylvania, 1; Georgia, 1; West
Virginia, 1; Michigan, 1.
Comparative Statistics
Several conclusions may be drawn from the following charts. The circles com-
paring the cost of university extension to the Commonwealth (Charts A and B)
speak for themselves. The circle for the past year is approximately the reverse of
that drawn for 1918-1919. The cost to the Commonwealth in ten years has been
reduced from 80 per cent of the total expenditures of the division to 8 per cent.
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The percentage returned to the State Treasurer has been increased from 20 per cent
to 92 per cent.
Charts C and D offer several interesting comparisons. For example, it is shown
that whereas ten years ago 68 cents of every dollar was spent for instruction and
books and supplies, last year 78 cents out of each dollar was spent for these more
CHART A. — COST OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
TO THE COMMONWEALTH
1918-1919
Whole Circle Represents Total Expenditures
.11,911.45)
tangible returns to the people of Massachusetts. Administration has been reduced
from thirteen per cent to ten per cent of the total. Travel and postage expenses
have each been reduced two per cent; and the rest of the "overhead" proportions
have remained practically the same.
Enrolment Statistics in Correspondence Courses
A comparison of Charts E and F reveals several enlightening facts. In general
the proportion of women in university extension classes is larger now than it was
twelve years ago. In the group of students between the ages of 50 and 53, the
women even outnumber the men in the more recent table. The greatest number of
women enrolled last year was between the ages of 22 and 25; the largest number of
men between 26 and 29 years.
The increase in university extension students who are college graduates is the
most noticeable feature of Charts G and H. Although the percentage of those
with a secondary and elementary education has decreased, the lower percentage is
accounted for by the increase in all other columns.
It will be interesting to note in Chart I that the professional group from a low
third place in percentage twelve years ago has grown to be the largest class making
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use of university extension correspondence material. The manufacturing and
mechanical industries group, however, continues to contribute a large number to
correspondence courses and is practically on a par with the professional group.
Whereas those engaged in clerical occupations were formerly the third most numer-
ous class in the correspondence courses of the division, that group has now dropped
to fourth place, and those engaged in trade have come from fourth to third place.
On the whole the distribution appears more balanced than it was twelve years ago.
CHART B. — COST OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
TO THE COMMONWEALTH
1928-1929
Whole Circle Represents Total Expenditures
($174,821.49)
Commercial subjects, according to Chart J, are slightly more popular than aca-
demic or industrial, but the distribution is almost even among the three types of
courses. It will be seen that the women greatly outnumber the men in academic
subjects, whereas, on the other hand, the industrial group is entirely taken up by
men and no women enrolments are recorded in the 500 students selected at ran-
dom from the files of the division.
ADULT ALIEN EDUCATION
Historical Introduction
The Division of University Extension began, with its establishment in 1915,
to offer courses designed to be of value to alien residents of Massachusetts. _ These
courses were five in number. They were English for New Americans, Civics for
Naturalization, Civics for Americans of Foreign Birth, .Methods of Teaching Eng-
lish to Immigrants, and Americanization — Organization and Supervision. These
courses were drawn up to meet a demand already being made by the immigration
problem.
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With the advent of the World War, liowever, the situation became more acute
and the ignorance of EngUsh among large numbers of our foreign-born population
for the first time was brought to light. A study made shortly after the War re-
vealed that nearly 350,000 or about 10 per cent of the population of the Common-
wealth at that time could not read or write EngUsh. Of that number 118,000 were
unable to read or write in any language.
CHART C. — HOW DOLLAR OF UNIVERSITY
EXTENSION EXPENDITURES WAS SPENT
1918-1919
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Although the division had done much towards reUeving this condition by train-
ing teachers through part-time instruction, this method was found to be inadequate.
In 1918, therefore, a specialist was engaged, whose sole duty was to study the prob-
lem and train teachers of the foreign-born. Some of these teachers were employed
in factories where experiments in Americanization had been going on under the
direction of employers for a number of years.
Encouraged by these experiments in industry, the division drew up in this year
a bulletin entitled "English for American Citizenship." This bulletin suggested
plans through which industry and the Department of Education might co-operate
in the education of immigrants. It was not the intention of the Department to
dictate to employers in any way, but rather to outline to them the various methods
that had been found practicable in other parts of the country. The bulletin was
widely distributed throughout the State with the result that the first factory class,
conducted in co-operation with the division, was opened in Lowell in April, 1918.
At that time there was a decided preference among employers to furnish their own
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teachers rather than to rely solely upon the teachers furnished by the local public
schools.
In the session of 1919 the Massachusetts Legislature passed an act "to promote
Americanization through the education of adult persons unable to use the English
language " (Chapter 295, Acts of 1919). By the provisions of this act, the Com-
monwealth, acting through the Division of University Extension, undertook to
bear half the cost of maintenance of classes organized for the purpose of teaching
English and citizenship to non-English-speaking adults. The sum of $10,000 was
CHART D. — HOW DOLLAR OF UNIVERSITY
EXTENSION EXPENDITURES WAS SPENT
1928-1929






appropriated to provide for the necessary expenses during the remainder of that
fiscal year. All the classes operated under this plan were to be under the control
of the local school committees, but they might be held in factories, evening schools,
homes, or other places best suited to the students' needs.
The supervisor visited the cities and towns of the State to inform school superin-
tendents of the facilities afforded by the new law. On Nov. 13, 1919, a conference
of sixty superintendents and directors of immigrant education was held at the State
House, for the purpose of developing systematic methods of operation. The
stimulus created by the legislative act is shown in a comparison of the attendance
at Americanization courses in the year preceding its passage and the year after.
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In December, 1918, the number of students in Americanization classes was 3,281,
whereas in December, 1919, the number in such classes was 9,030.
The idea of the factory class was rapidly developed. In September, 1920, the
Associated Industries of Massachusetts, representing 1,600 industrial concerns,
together with delegates from school departments throughout the State held a joint
convention at Plymouth to discuss co-operative plans for the education of the
adult immigrant. The conference closed with an agreement which pledged each
side to exert its best ability in the improvement of immigrant education in factory
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CHART E. — STUDY BASED ON SELECTED GROUP OF 500
STUDENTS
Black Portions of Bars Indicate Men; Hatching Indicates Women
Recent Progress
During the school year 1928-29, 24,846 foreign-born men and women in Massa-
chusetts attended Americanization classes. This figure is practically the same as
those of the past three years and now, it would seem, the period of steady progressive
normality has been reached. These students continue to come to learn the rudi-
ments of English and of good citizenship, not because a law compels, but because
they are attracted by the opportunities which the classes offer.
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There were 1,353 Americanization classes conducted in the past school year.
They were distributed as follows
:
In evening schools . . 737 In homes . 226
In factories . 193 In neighborhood centers . 197
These figures may be compared with those of the preceding year.
In evening schools . . 767 In homes . . 224
In factories . . 186 In neighborhood centers . 220
The recent industrial depression has had some effect on educational work among
immigrants, but there are no indications of lagging interest. If anything, the
proportionate increase in home classes signifies an eagerness among aliens to go on
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CHART F. — STUDY BASED ON SELECTED GROUP OF 500
STUDENTS
Black Portions of Bars Indicate Men; Hatching Indicates Women
Large Evening Schools
The evening school is obviously the most popular of the groups of classes included
in the preceding table. In a large evening school may be found students of as
many as twenty or thirty different nationalities, making use of what they have
learned and deUghting in the discovery that the new language, English, has become
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a common denominator for them. Friendships as fresh and dehghtful as those of
early childhood are being formed here, for friendship is always the fruit of under-
standing.
Tardiness and absences are not the rule in these adult classes. These people are
here for a serious purpose. Each student has been assigned to the group best
suited to him by a teacher called a "Grader." This teacher distributes the students













CHART G. — STUDY BASED ON SELECTED GROUP OF 1,200
STUDENTS
All of the classes are composed of adults. In one large center the average age
last year was 42 years. Minors are organized in separate classes, so that the young
do not attend with the old. The proportion of women in the classes is increasingly
large. A director of one of our larger centers says in part on this subject: "I have
felt so strongly the woman's need of English, in the home or at work, that I have
steadily aimed at drawing more women into our classes. . . , The number of women
in the classes all over the city is fast approaching the proportion of fifty per cent,
which represents quite a change during my seven years of service as director."
In many cases, when working with beginners, teachers use no textbooks during
the first part of the year, but rely upon objects about the room, word cards, and the
needs and desires of the students to supply practical "steps" in their work. As
time goes on and the students progress, they begin to read and discuss current
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events, the Constitution and geography of the United States, tlie happenings of
the day. Some are asked to talk on their native lands. Others bring post card
pictures to class and explain them as they are shown in a stereopticon machine.
Nearly every school of any size has a Christmas program and in most cases the
graduation exercises are a social event for the students. Parties and contests are
frequently arranged to promote friendship and understanding, and such occasions
advance the work of the Americanization supervisor, for after the students have



















CHART H. STUDY BASED ON SELECTED GROUP OF 500
STUDENTS
Racial organizations and individuals are convinced of the value of the work.
Often children of aliens come home from school and urge their parents to attend the
night schools. The children are probably one of the strongest agencies for the ad-
vancement of Americanization work. In one city the mayor assisted the Amer-
icanization supervisor considerably by proclaiming one entire week as "American-
ization Week."
After the adult pupils are once em-olled, the good teacher has usually no diffi-
culty in keeping them in school. Because of the voluntary nature of the work
and the relief from the day's tasks which it affords, they are prompt and con-
scientious. Nearly every city reported improved attendance records this year.
A supervisor in one of our largest evening school centers describes his method
of follow-up work thus:
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"When a pupil has been absent twice, the teacher sends a post card to the pupil.
If, on the third evening, there is no response to the post card, the teacher sends
the name and address to the principal of the school. The principal then tries to
find some student who lives in the neighborhood of that person, and the absentee
is called on by the pupil-visitor. If the principal does not know of any one in that
vicinity, the name and address are posted, and usually some pupil in the school
offers to call on the absent one. If no one can be found in the school to call, the
name is given to a field worker who makes the call and sends a written report to the
principal."
Disn?iBunoN According to occupation
^ UNIVERSITY EXTENSION BA3ED ON 1200 STUDENTS iQlfc- 19171 " " 500 1926-1929




In small evening schools, also, improvement in attendance records has been shown
this year.
With good attendance goes a great interest in the work; and such an interest is
much needed in the small evening school. Often there are long distances to be
walked to and from the school over dark and muddy roads. Not infrequently it
is difficult to secure a proper place of meeting, and after that has been found, there
may not be enough pupils in the vicinity to make the class a success. A class has
been known to meet temporarily in an unheated room, the pupils wearing coats
and gloves, while the instructor, similarly attired, taught the lesson. At times
the pupils have rented a classroom by voluntary subscription, so that they might
go on with their work.
In the smaller school systems the difficulty in grading is increased. The number
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of pupils that may be grouped in a grade is limited, so that too strict grading will
reduce some classes to an inconsiderable size. Here, too, the personal element
enters into the problem acutely. On the other hand, this introduction of the per-
sonal element can be turned into an advantage. The supervisor knows every
pupil. She visits the family as a friend and sees for herself the environment and
the family problems. In the smaller centers co-operation is freely offered by fellow
townsmen.
Factory Classes
The Associated Industries of Massachusetts agreed in 1920 to sponsor this work,
and they have continued to give their active support. The first step in the organi-
zation of a factory class is to find a suitable place of meeting for the class; and the
DISTRIBUTION ACCOIJPING





























CHART J. — STUDY BASED ON 500 SELECTED STUDENTS
Black Portions of Bars Indicate Men; Hatching Indicates Women
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next step is for the director to go through the factory and talk to each prospective
pupil individually and try to arouse his interest.
Classes are usually held twice a week, some during the lunch hour, some between
the day and night shifts. Here again punctuality and attendance records are nearly
perfect. In one city thus far for the season, the record of attendance in factory
classes has been 99.7 per cent in a total enrolment of several hundred.
The factory classes meet in surroundings already familiar to the students and
consequently reach many foreigners who would not otherwise go to school. Many
aliens, desirous of learning English, hesitate to enroll in a public school. Many
lack the stimulus to enroll. This stimulus is frequently provided by a plant advi-
sory committee of executives and employees who follow up on attendance. These
classes are in factories of varied types, embracing industries such as textiles, rubber,
machinery, metal, paper, public utility, and leather. From one to 30 or more classes
have been held in a single factory.
New Naturalization Procedures
The new naturalization procedure, which became effective July 1, 1929, may be
summarized as follows
:
First Papers.— The applicant must be at least eighteen years old. He must be
a legal resident of the United States. He must obtain a certified record of his legal
arrival in the United States. He must submit two photographs of himself within
thirty days of the date of his application. They must be 2j^ by 2}4 inches in size.
If he came to the United States after July 1, 1928, he must enclose also his identifi-
cation card. If he does not know the exact date of his arrival or the port of entry,
he must give the facts of his arrival as he remembers them and submit all documents
that may help to clear the matter up. The application blank must be filled out
and mailed to the District Director of Naturalization. He must be sworn in and
pay a fihng fee.
Second Papers.— The applicant must be at least twenty-one years old. He must
have lived in the United States continuously for at least five years and at least six
months in the county where he makes application. He must obtain a record of his
legal arrival in the United States regardless of his date of entry. He must submit
two photographs of himself. He must be able to speak English and sign his name
and must also have a general knowledge of the history and government of the United
States.
It may easily be concluded from this brief outline that the necessity of training
in English and good citizenship is unavoidable for an alien wishing to be natural-
ized. At the present time the schools enroll about half the new citizens admitted
each year, but there has lately been a gradual increase in the percentage of appli-
cants who enrolled in naturalization courses.
Home Classes
There has been a gradual but decided growth in the work done in home classes
in the past three years. In 1926-27, there were 207 such classes in the Common-
wealth and 1,987 students. In 1927-28, there were 224 classes and 2,335 students.
In 1928-29, there were 226 classes and 2,698 students. These classes have been
held in about thirty cities and towns.
In many cases adult aUens are unable to attend evening or factory classes. This
is sometimes the result of household and parental duties, sometimes of sickness
and often of timidity on the part of the prospective student. Because it is these
very people who are detained at home who need Americanization study the most,
teachers are sent into the homes to instruct small groups of neighbors.
In the home the teacher finds the best possible subject material for teaching them
Enghsh. The home furnishings, objects with which they are famiUar through
everyday use, are used as illustrations of the lessons. It is one of the most valuable
of Americanization methods.
Similar in many respects to the home class is the neighborhood' class. Racial
organizations, charitable organizations, social clubs, workingmen's clubs provide
opportunity for Americanization classes. Attendance at these classes, which
usually have a membership of a score or more, is quite regular and the students
make rapid progress. Instead of isolating the immigrants according to national!-
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ties, as might be feared, this system stimulates many of them to continue their
work later in classes held in the public school buildings where they will have contact
with all races.
Teacher Training
It has been the policy of the Department of Education to give preference to
teachers holding certificates awarded for the satisfactory completion of a course
in "Methods of Teaching Adult Immigrants," including a knowledge of the back-
grounds of adult aUen education. Classes of this kind for teachers have been con-
ducted for the past twelve years at the summer sessions of two of the State Normal
Schools, and frequently in local communities during the winter months. A cor-
respondence course in the above subject is also offered for the benefit of teachers.
_
Twenty-nine conferences of an hour and a half each constitute the class instruc-
tion at summer schools. Lectures, discussions, reports, personal observation work
and directed reading are included in the various courses. Problems taken up are:
(1) What to teach and how to teach immigrant men and women; (2) Americani-
zation and Americanism, immigration and naturaUzation problems as related to
the work of the schools; (3) racial backgrounds of immigrant groups; (4) observa-
tion and practice teaching in evening school classes of adult aliens at Hyannis and
North Adams; (5) analysis of procedures from the supervisor's standpoint (for
experienced teachers only). Such summer school work has been conducted during
the last year at the summer schools at Hyannis and North Adams; and winter
classes have been held during the year in Boston, Lynn, New Bedford, Haverhill
and Holyoke. Frequently the State supervisors conduct local teachers' meetings
after visiting the classes.
Teacher Training Statistics
Number of teachers employed in adult alien classes 977
Number of college or normal school graduates...... 825
Number of teachers holding State certificates
:
(a) Instruction received in classes . . . . . . .716
(h) Instruction received in correspondence course .... 77
Courses of Study
Materials for courses of study used in Americanization classes follow
:
The Introductory Set of fifty lessons in Enghsh for American citizenship is used in
the beginners' classes. Each lesson contains a practical theme in easy language
on an everyday subject.
The Intermediate Set is composed of seventy-five lessons in conversation and read-
ing for adult immigrants in second year classes. The subjects are classified under
three headings: (1) General; (2) Industrial (for factory classes); (3) Home Inter-
ests (for women's classes).
Twenty Health Lessons in Easy English, prepared in co-operation with the De-
partment of PubHc Health, contain illustrated lessons on health topics of vital
interest and value to adult immigrants.
The Intermediate and Advanced Manuals provide teachers with complete courses
of study for second year and third year pupils, and include suggestions of practical
value on types of work, programs, lesson plans, materials, etc.
Thirty Lessons in Naturalization and Citizenship constitutes a course for teachers
of classes whose members are specifically preparing for naturalization. This
manual, in its treatment of the subject of "Democracy — What It is. How It Came
To Be, and How It Works and Serves Its People," has been instrumental in develop-
ing right attitudes in hundreds of new citizens.
Supplementary English Lessons on Banking is the title of a series of lessons pre-
pared by a committee of bank representatives and school superintendents for the
special purposeof assisting immigrant students to understand and use dependable
banking facilities. These lessons are graded for beginning, intermediate, and
advanced students and are illustrated.
The Teacher's Manual and A Practical Reader for Adults by Miss Josephine D.
Mason, supervisor at Springfield, were added to the Americanization materials
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DIVISION OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
AND NORMAL SCHOOLS
DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION IN MASSACHUSETTS
Arthur C. Boyden, Principal, State Normal School, Bridgewater
The History of Education in Massachusetts is a unique development. This
general outline was prepared for use in the Normal School classes for this Ter-
centenary year.
In the early periods the State naturally was a pioneer in the field of education.
In the later years her development has been a part of the larger national movement.
The arrangement of the material in periods is meant to be a guide in organizing
the reading of the classes, while the interpretation may serve as the basis of class
discussion. Teachers will doubtless have additions to make to this outline.
The reports of the State Board of Education are the invaluable sources for much
of this material. Martin's "Evolution of the Massachusetts Public School System"
(Appleton) is an authority for the early years. Cubberley's Series of Histories
(Houghton) and Monroe's "Encyclopedia of Education" (Macmillan) are very
helpful on the general movements. Mangun's "The American Normal School"
(Warwick & York) is the latest authority on the Massachusetts Normal Schools.
Many other reference books in the libraries are available.
First Period — Colonial Education
Foundations of Popular Education
In this period the Massachusetts sj^stem of schools was founded, in rough out-
line— dame schools, elementary schools, secondary schools, and colleges. In the
latter part of the period local district schools became prominent and academies










First Latin Grammar Schools, Bos-
ton (1635). Charlestown (1636).
Salem (1637). Dorchester (1639).
Ipswich (1641). Cambridge (1642).
Roxbury (1645)
Cheever's "Accidence" the noted
text
Harvard College, Cambridge
£400 by General Court
Library and one-half estate — John
Harvard
First School Law — universal edu-





(1) Reading and Writing Schools
(2) Latin Grammar Schools
"Mother of all school laws"
1683 500 families— two Writing
and two Grammar Schools
Dame Schools, Woburn (1673)
Hornbook, A B C's
Private, tuition schools
Interpretation
Transfer of English Secondary
schools to fit for universities
Forerunner of American Secondary
Schools
To provide educational leaders,
ministers and teachers. Influence of
Cambridge, Eng.
"To train all children in learning
and labor."
"Profitable to Commonwealth." A
civic aim
Free school, built and supported
wholly by public taxation







Forerunner primary schools — pre-






Important Events — Con.




Schools of Three R's












Certification of Master by a com-
mittee of ministers
Moving schools in parishes
(Scituate)
Parishes establish district schools
(Sutton)
Academies begin to replace Latin
grammar schools — endowed, tui-
tion
Dummer (1763). Andover (1778-
80). Exeter, N. H., Leicester (1784)
Legislation authorizing districts
Morse's "Geography." 1795 "Ele-
ments of Geography"
Webster's Readers and Spellers
First compulsory certification—
germ of school committee
Decline in educational interest—
due to expansion, Indian wars, etc.
Local expansion of town "moving
schools," opportunity for all
Need for practical schools for non-
collegiates and collegiates
Transfer of secondary schools at-





First American geography. Growth
of American commerce
Civic ideals through reading books
Second Period — 1789-1860
Development of State Education— Citizenship
Upon the formation of the United States Government, education was taken
up by the individual states — the civic purpose superseded the older religious
aim. District schools and academies at first were dominant. Gradually graded
town schools and public high schools developed. Definite steps were taken toward
State direction of education at public expense, under Horace Mann's influence.





Massachusetts School Law. 50
families — Reading and Writing
School. 200 families— Latin Gram-
mar School
Legalized district system
Official supervision of schools
Code for Moral Instruction
Secular textbooks — Webster's
"American Speller " (1785)
Pike's "Arithmetic for Americans"
(1788). Bingham's "American Pre-
ceptor." Bingham's "Grammar"
(1799)
Williams College chartered, 1821,
Amherst
State law incorporating academies,
grants of State aid
Interpretation
American schools by the people, for
the people
Education the cornerstone of citi-
zenship
Religious purpose replaced by
civic
Boston center of book publication
Extension higher education to west-
ern part of State " ' •
Tuition academies become part of


















1800 Power to tax




1810 Harvard Medical School
1817 Harvard Law School
1823 Mass. College of Pharmacy
Monitorial school experiments
One principal. Monitors trained as
assistants
Girls' Seminary at Byfield. Ipswich
(1828). Andover (1829). South
Hadley (1837)
Primary Schools in Boston, .$5,000.
In hired rooms. Separate commit-
tees. Primary building (1834)
First high school for boys. Boston
"English Classical School"
1824 "English High School"
1826-8 First high school for girls,
Boston
1827 Mechanics Institute
Five high schools in Massachu-
setts
Warren Colburn's First Lessons in
Arithmetic (Boston)
1822 Goodrich's History (Boston)
1826 Geography a required subject
1832 Webster's History of the
United States
Graded schools in Boston: Pri-
mary. Grammar school. Writing and
Aritlimetic school. English high.
Latin school.
Town School Committee — in
charge of schools, textbooks, teachers
Law— high schools — 500 families
1835 Permissive law for all towns
Essex Co. Teachers' Association
First permanent county association







1823 Concord, Vt., — S. R. Hall
1829 First professional book on
teaching
1830 Andover— S. R. Hall
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Interpretation — Con.
Local control of schools. Extreme
growth of democracy. Women teach-
ers in summer
Distinct professions provided for
granting ot doctors' degrees
Forerunner of graded schools and
teacher training
Extension of secondary education
to girls in separate institutions
Replaced private Dame Schools.
All children to be able to read
Non-collegiate secondary schools
for mercantile and mechanical classes
at public expense. Rival of acade-
mies
Mental arithmetic substituted for
dictated ciphering. First adoption
of Pestalozzi's ideas. Enrichment of
course of study begins
Beginnings of modern grading of
schools and teachers
First attempt to remedy evils of
district system by return to town
control
Influence of James G. Carter—
-
the beginnings of distinctive Ameri-
can high school
Discussion of educational prob-
lems by the teachers
Leader in educational advances
Pioneer work of Dr. Samuel G.
Howe
Teachers' department recognized
— three years' course— model school



















Important Events — Con.
Founding Perkins Institute for
Blind, Boston
1867 Clarke School for Deaf —
Alexander Bell
State School Fund— distributed
on certain conditions
First child labor law— under 15
years— 3 months' schoo ling
Interpretation — Con.
Education for the handicapped
Use of "oral method"
Influence, James G. Carter. Means
of aiding schools and obtaining statis-
tics and reports
Prevention of child exploitation
for gain
Horace Mann, Secretary of Board of Education
(1837-1848)
Beginning of "Revival of Educa-
tion." Common .schools to Public
schools. Information and recom-
mendation.
State Board of Education, Horace
Mann, Secretary
Mt. Holyoke Seminary — Mary
Lyon
Law authorizing districts to raise
money for district libraries
1842 Appropriation from school
fund
1848 91,539 volumes in 297 towns
Law authorizing Union districts
State Normal Schools
1837 Memorial to Legislature
1838 Offer $10,000 by Edmund
Dwight








tion "Convention of Practical Teach-
ers"
First official written examinations
in Boston— basis of reforms in 1847
Teachers' Institutes under Board of
Education authorized
Erection, Normal School buildings
at Bridgewater and Westfield. First
in America
State Reform School, Westborough
Louis Agassiz — scientist at Har-
vard, Institutes, and Normal Schools
1847 Lawrence Scientific School at
Harvard
Asa Gray— Harvard
Secondary Education for girls in
western Massachusetts
Horace Mann's plan to provide
reading for young and old
Foundation of "Common School
Libraries"
First step toward consolidation of
schools
Efforts of James G. Carter, Charles.
Brooks, et al.
Reports of Prussian and French
"Normal" Schools
Policy of separate State schools
rather than departments in academies
General movement in cities to unify
the school system
To di.scuss Mann's "reforms" in
education
Grammar and writing schools com-
bined under one principal and as-
sistant
Precedent for "grammar" schools
Extension of educational instruc-
tion throughout the State
$5,000 offered to State as memorial
to Horace Mann
Instruction of juvenile offenders
The great impetus to science teach-
ing — natural histoiy and geology —
establishment of Museum of Com-
parative Zoology





















Arnold Guyot— State Institutes
and Normal Schools. Princeton, N.




1875 "New England Journal of
Education"
Resignation of Horace Mann
P.D. 2.
Interpretation— Con.
Geography as a science— "The
Earth as the Home of Man"
New wall maps and physical geog-
raphies
Mouthpiece of educational leaders
"Seven great reforms"
"Common School Journal'
Baknas Sears, Secretary of Board of Education
(1848-1855)
To meet new conditionsFirst law to prevent truancy 1852.
First compulsory attendance law in
the United States
Todd Fund for Normal Schools
Law authorizing physiology and
hygiene
Special Agents of Board of Educa-
tion
1857 Authorized agents
First State law regarding Public
Libraries
1860— 45 Pubhe Libraries in Mas-
sachusetts; 200,000 volumes
Appropriation and establishment,
Massachusetts School for Feeble-
minded
Tufts College
State scholarships for college stu-
dents
Fourth State Normal School, Salem
Richard Edwards^ principal
(Bridgewater, 1846)
City and Town superintendents
authorized
Law prohibiting division of public
money. Reading of Bible
1862 No sectarian books
1880 No comment on reading Bible
Public school teachers invited to
lectures of Agassiz
mcrease
of foreign population and manufac-
turing
To enlarge advantages of students
Need of attention to health— in-
fluence of Horace Mann
To conduct institutes, advise, ex-
tend influence of Board
Due to rapid growth of endowed
free public libraries. To stimulate
free libraries "to supplement com-
mon schools, academies and colleges"
First effort to help this neglected
class
Under Universalists
To aid teachers for high schools—
unsuccessful
Expansion of State policy first
fruits of earlier Normal Schools
Recognition of value of organiza-
tion and development
Non-sectarian public schools
Completion of change from reli-
gious to secular schools
Beginning of interest in Natural
History in public schools
George S. Boutwell, Secretary op Board of Education
(1855-1860)
History a required subject
Formation "National Teachers' As-
sociation," Philadelphia (1870, Na-
tional Education Association, N.
E. A.)
Drawing an optional subject
Added step in civic education
Movement started in New York
and Massachusetts. General educa-
tional welfare in the country




School vear not less than 6 months
39
1nterpretation — Con.
Expansion law 1826— town to sup-
port schools for all children, 6 months
Third Period — 1860-1890
Beginnings of Modern Education
This period is marked — by the development of modern types of institutions;
by active reforms in methods of instruction; by the expansion of State control; by
the growth of supervision; and by the/ differentiation due to introduction of new
subjects.
Important Events
New Development of Normal
Schools, Psychology the "master
science." "Science and Art of Teach-
ing." New courses of study. Objeci
Teaching, Elementary Science
Interpretation
Influence of Pestalozzi, 1860-6
Oswego Movement
Influence of "Faculty Psychology,"
Sir William Hamilton, Mark Hopkins
Influence of William T. Harris,
St. Louis Superintendent, 1867-80.









Joseph White, Secretary of Board op Education
(1860-1875)
First English-speaking kindergar-
ten, Elizabeth Peabody — Boston
1888 Kindergarten adopted by Bos-
ton, part of public school system
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology
1867 Massachusetts Agricultural
college under Morrill Act (1862)
1888 Worcester Polytechnic
Massachusetts Truancy Law
1866 County Reform Schools
1873 County Truant Schools
1881 Union Truant Schools
1911 Six County Training Schools
Revised Normal School Course
1869 Four-year course in the school
Incorporation Clarke School for
Deaf-mutes
1869 Boston School for Deaf-mutes
1873 Named "Horace Mann School"
Legislation— abolition of district
system. Final abolition, 1883
Lowell, Longfellow, Emerson,
Holmes, Motley, Parkman, etc.
Drawing required in public schools
Industrial and mechanical drawing.
10,000 population
1871 Walter Smith, State Art
Director
1872 Industrial Schools — permis-
sive
1873 Normal Art School
Influence of German kindergartens
in Middle West (1855). Mrs. Carl
Schurz, a pupil of Froebel. First
public kindergartens, St. Louis, 1873
Higher technical and industrial
education for people in a growing in-
dustrial State
Compulsory education essential to
the State. Reform of juvenile delin-
quents by appropriate education.
Included new subjects of drawing,
music and gymnastics. Included
advanced subjects
Continuation of State policy
toward the handicapped.
Boston school first public school for
deaf
Active movement toward central
control of schools by towns
Great period of American Litera-
ture
To maintain Massachusetts' posi-






















Free textbooks— permissive law
1874 Adopted in Fall River
1884 Free textbook law
Normal School
Worcester Normal School
Legal for women to serve on school
committees
"New England Journal of Educa-
tion." T. W. BickneU. A. E. Win-
ship
Revolution in methods of teaching
geography, arithmetic, language
1889 Parker's "How to Teach
Geography"
1894 Parker's "Talks on Pedago-
gies"
1895 Frye's Geography
Instruction in sewing— permissive
law
1884 Springfield introduced sewing
1886 introduced knife work
Massachusetts Schoolmasters' Club
— Bostoh
Child labor laws more stringent
P.D. 2.
hderpretation — Con.
College education open to women
Another step toward free universal
education for all classes
To accommodate central part of
State
Recognition of natural deep interest
in schools
Weekly exponent of educational
progress
Influence of Col. F. W. Parker,
Superintendent in Quincy (1875-80),
Boston (1880-3), Cook County Nor-
mal (1883-99)
Teaching from standpoint of child
Language lessons replacing techni-
cal grammar
1870 Superintendent Solden, St.
Louis, "Grube" system of teaching
number
Beginnings of industrial subjects in
public schools
To discuss new movements in
education
To meet danger of exploiting chil-
dren by corporations
John W. Dickinson, Secretary op Board op Education
(1877-1893)
Revealed importance of skilled
supervision in improving methods of
instruction
Norfolk County examinations in
fundamental subjects, by George A.
Walton, Agent of Board of Education
Organization of courses of study for
elementary and high schools under
direction of Board of Education
Manual Training. Experimental
classes in woodworking in Boston.
1884 Hand tool work authorized
1888 Swedish Sloyd introduced in
Boston (Gustaf Larsson)
Evening schools required for cer-
tain cities and towns— children ovei-
twelve years
Business courses in high schools
12 years — establish two years'
work
Definite pedagogical tendency in
relation to subject matter of study—
elimination of useless topics
Influence of Russian exhibit at
Centennial (1876). Manual training
high schools in western cities (1880-
5). To build up industries, "formal
discipline" aim replaced by practical
and artistic aims
Extension of opportunities for ele-
mentary education, begun in 1857
Differentiation of high school





Law — Temperance, physiology
and.hygiene





Educational basis for temperance
To bring all schools under expert
supervision
Fourth Period — 1890-1910
Education a Science — Teaching a Profession
From this time on, the educational development of Massachusetts becomes in a
measure a part of certain movements affecting the whole country, based on the
scientific study of education — influence of Herbart and Froebel; the "new Psy-
chology," child study and adolescence; university departments of education;
influence of President Eliot and John Dewey. In Massachusetts— Nature Study
and Manual Training movements; Vocational Education; Medical Inspection.


















1902 National Society for Study
of Education
Rapid growt,h of Kindergartens in
United States. Adoption as part of
jniblic school system
Introduced into 189 cities in
United States
New Psychology (William James
Harvard)
"Principles of Psychology"
"Talks to Teachers on Psychology'"





by C. H. Judd
Teachers' Colleges and Schools of
Pedagogy
1888 Teachers' College, Columbia
1889 Clark University, Worcester
1890 School Pedagogy, New York
University
1901 School Education, Chicago
University
"Project or Problem" Method. In-
troduced by John Dewey in experi-




New social point of view
New educational philosophy
New technique of instruction
New emphasis on history
literature
"and
Influence of Froebelian ideas. Nat-
ural, directed self-activity and ex-
pression. Schoolroom a miniature of
society. Play and motor expression
Influence of theory of evolution.
"Education the organization of ac-
quired habits of conduct and tenden-
cies to behavior." "Habits and
skills"
How child personality develops.
The child the "center of gravity" in
schools. Special importance of this
turning point in development. Genet-
ic point of view
"The rational function of con-
sciousness"
Development of departments of
education in universities — scientific
study of education for benefit of the
whole country
Based on idea that "the school
should reproduce typical conditions
of social life"

















Scientific study of results by meas-
urements of specific items
Important Events— Con.
Beginnings of Measurement of
Achievements— Dr. J. M. Rice
Tests in spelling, penmanship, compo-
sition, arithmetic
Reorganization school system and
courses
1888-92 C. W. Eliot, "Can school
programs be shortened and en-
riched?"
1891-3 Committee ofTen on second-
ary school subjects
1893-5 Committee of Fifteen on
elementary subjects
1890-1900 Growth of departmental
teaching. Special teachers.
New plans of grading and promo-
tion
1901-2 Dewey and Harper — con
densing elementary course to six
years
Particular Movements in Massachusetts — 1890-1910
Purpose — shortening time, en-
richment, elimination of non-essen-
tials
New emphasis on sense perception
and laboratory methods
Influence of revision of national
systems of France and Japan in 1900
St. Louis Exposition (1904), re-
vealed American situation
Nature Study Movement in Ply-
mouth County
Free Public Library Commission
First School Garden — George Put-
nam School, Boston, H. L. Clapp,
principal
1901-6 Rapid growth of move-
ments. Home gardens. Town Im-
provement Associations
Boyden's "Nature Studv by
Months" (1898)
Hodge's "Nature Studv and Life"
(1902)
State Institutes— courses of study
State Course of Study for elemen-
tary schools. John W. Dickinson,
Secretary, Board of Education
District superintendents for groups
of small towns
Slow beginnings of consolidation
small schools — due to loss of popula-
tion and property
Course of study laid out by grades
—
• beginning of nature study on
general scale
To develop the libraries in towns
Enrichment of school curriculum
by use of nature material
Emphasis on educational, social,
economic, and artistic values of the
study of nature
Reorganization on pedagogical
basis under Agents of Board of
Education
To bring all schools finally under
expert supervision
Purpose — to better school condi-
tions and to obtain better teachers
Frank A. Hill, Secretary of Board of Education
(1894-1904)
Manual Training department in
high schools, 20,000 population.
1898 Elementary schools, 20,000
population
United States Flag to be displayed
from all public school buildings
Growth of demand for prevoca-
tional training












New group Normal Schools —
Fitchburg, North Adams, Hyannis,
Lowell
1896 High school graduation re-
quired and examination
Differentiation — 1898-9, House-
hold Arts at Framingham; 1908,
Commercial at Salem; 1908-10,





1898 Hyannis Summer School
1914 Fitchburg Summer School
1922 North Adams Summer
School
Lowell Textile School
1899 New Bedford Textile School
1904 Fall River Textile School
First Special Class for mentally
retarded children : Springfield (1898);
Boston (1898). Worcester (1899).




To meet increasing demand for
trained teachers
Preparation of special teachers and
supervisors
Expansion of day institutes to a
week under Agents of Board of Edu-
cation
Organized credit courses for train-
ing of teachers
Vocational instruction in theory
and practice of textile industry
To provide appropriate education
for this class and relieve public school
classes
George H. Martin, Secretary of Board of Education
(1904-1909)
Report of State Commission on In-
dustrial Education
1906 Separate commission on in-
dustrial education
Increase vocational courses in
high schools. Growth of trade schools
— independent industrial schools
1911 State-aided vocational schools
in 13 cities and towns
Law for Medical Inspection. School
physicians. Testing sight and hear-
ing
1908 Playgrounds required, cities
and towns, 10,000 population. 46
special playgrounds in Massachusetts
1908 Open Air School, Boston
1907 First State Institution for
crippled children
Vocational Movement in Boston
1909 Bureau established
Recommended modification of
work to include agriculture, mechanic
and industrial arts. New courses
established to meet changes in indus-
trial life
Specific attention required to the
health of pupils
To assist young people to find
places for which adapted
David Snedden, Commissioner of Education
(1909-1917)
Reorganization of Board of Edu-
cation.
Commissioner and deputies
Combination of State Board of
Education and Commission on In-
dustrial Education
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Fifth Period — 1910-1930
Educational Extension. Testing Achievements
This is a period of testing by scientific methods; of better organization of courses;
of extension along vocational and cultural lines; of greater attention to the needs









General Movements in the United States
Important Events
Derivation of Standard Scales —
Arithmetic (1908-10). Handwriting
(1910). English Composition (1912)
School Surveys (1914-17)
Thorndike "Measurement" (1819)
Intelligence Tests— adapted to
American children. Terman (1916)
Introduction of industrial and vo-
cational courses
Junior High School Movement
1903 N. E. A. in favor 6-6 plan
1909-11 Establishment of earliest
schools
1916 300 cities and towns in United
States. 6-3-3 plan prominent
Organization of moral, civic and
health instruction— seven great ob-
jectives
Adaptation of instruction to meet
varying needs of individual pupils—
Detroit, Dalton, Winnetka, Morrison
plans
Teachers' Colleges— 4-year courses
and degrees in most states
Interpretation
Scientific study of courses and
achievements by established measur-
ing sticks for subjects and grades
(-See 1895-7)
Based on mental tests of Binet
and Simon in France (1911)
To widen objectives of education.
Influence of Dewey's "Schools of
Tomorrow"
Discussion of six years for elemen-
tary schools (Dewey). 8-4 plan re-
placed by 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 plan. To
adapt schools to adolescent children
Improvement of civic and social
standards in democracy
Grouping pupils according to abil-






Particular Movements m Massachusetts— 1910-1930
Agricultural departments in high Differentiation in high
schools Vocational additions
Certification teachers in state-aided
high schools
Codification of laws regarding voca-
tional education
1912 Household Arts courses au-
thorized by law
Admission to Normal schools bj^
high school certificates
Teachers' Retirement Association




1917 14 Junior High Schools in
Massachusetts
1928 170 Junior High Schools in
Massachusetts
University Extension courses
1919 9,233 persons listed
schools
Substitution of certification for ex-
amination, with specific requirements
Beginnings of Pension system
Disappearance of old 8 and 9 grade
system.
6-2-4 or 6-3-3 most common
plans. Closer connection between
two high schools
Extension of education to adults

















Payson Smith, Commissionhk ok Eddcation
(1917 )
Important Events— Con.
State Conferences by Department
of Education
1914 Superintendents of Schools
1916 High School principals
1918 Normal School instructors
1919 Junior High principals
1923 Health conference, etc.
Training in civic duties added to
required subjects
Smith-Hughes Act for Promotion
Vocational Education
Formation of new Department of
Education — replacing old Board by
Advisory Board to Commissioner
(Payson Smith)




— four hours per week
Law for Formation of Classes for
Mentally Retarded Children {See
1898)
Degrees granted in four-year
courses in Normal Schools
First Dean of Girls in High School,
Brookline
Employment of a Supervisor of
Physical Education by State
State Committee for Revision of
Curriculum
Three-year minimum course in all
Normal Schools
Interpretation — Con.
Discussion of educational problems
in extended conferences at Normal
Schools as centers
Development of citizenship in regu-
lar school work
National movement to aid voca-
tional training
Part of consolidation of Boards and
Commissions of State
Centralization of educational ad-
ministration
To meet needs of non-English-
speaking residents of the State
To meet low salary situation in
rural schools— trained teachers
To continue education of working
minors 14-16 years
Special classes required to meet
specific needs
Part of Teachers' College move-
ment throughout the country— to
make teaching recognized as a pro-
fession
Vocational and social guidance
To carr^ out law requiring physical
education in all schools
Scientific study of curriculum to
meet modern conditions





Superintendents of Schools. — The Fifteenth Annual Conference of Superin-
tendents of Schools was held at Bridgewater State Nonnal School on April 15-17,
1929.
The principal addresses were: "Responsibility of the Superintendent for an
Educational Program," "The School Supervisor" and "What Shall Become of the
Rural School?" by Wm. John Cooper, United States Commissioner of Education,
Washington, D. C; "The Massachusetts Bay Tercentenary," by Herbert Parker,
Lancaster, Mass.; "The Relation of Education to Intelligence," "An Evaluation
of Creative Education," and "The Sphere of Visual Education," by Frank N.
Freeman, University of Chicago; and "The Health of the School Child," by George
H. Bigelow, M.D., Commissioner of Health, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Junior and Senior High Schools. — The Annual Conference of Principals of
Junior and Senior High Schools was held at the Framingham State Normal School
on April 30-May 2, 1929. Two sessions were given over to the presentation and
discussion of reports and addresses of several principals of the State Normal
Schools. On Wednesday an all-day session was held by The Massachusetts Asso-
ciation of Deans of Girls. The principal addresses of the conference were: "The
Repertory Theater and the Contest in Play Writing in High Schools," by J. Weston
Allen, former Attorney-General of Massachusetts; "New Emotional and Social
Adjustments in the Secondary School," "Specialized Courses versus General Courses
in the Secondary Curriculum," and "The Introduction of Social Studies into the
Secondary Curriculum," by Charles H. Judd, Director, School of Education, Uni-
versity of Chicago; "The Significance of the Tercentenary of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony," by Herbert Parker, former Attorney-General of Massachusetts;
"The Place of Foreign Language in Junior High School," by Bancroft Beatley,
Graduate School of Education, Harvard University; and "A Teacher's Philosophy
of Life," by J. Edgar Park, President, Wheaton College, Norton, Mass.
Elementary School Principals and Supervisors. — On March 26 to 28, 1929, the
Department held the first State conference for principals and supervisors of ele-
mentary schools. This conference was held at the Massachusetts Agricultural
College. The subjects that received chief emphasis and the speakers were as
follows
:
(1) "Character Education" — Prof. Hugh Hartshorne of Teachers' College,
Columbia University (two addresses), and Herbert C. Parsons, Deputy State Com-
missioner of Probation. (2) "Supervision of Classroom Instruction" — Prof.
John J. Mahoney, Boston University. (3) "Visual Aids to Instruction" (illus-
trated) — Prof. Daniel C. Knowlton, Yale University. (4) "Safeguarding and
Promoting the Health of School Children" — Dr. M. Luise Diez, State Depart-
ment of Public Health; Mabel C. Bragg, Assistant Superintendent of Schools,
Newton, and Carl L. Schrader, State Supervisor of Physical Education.
Other features of the program were brief reports from the field by elementary
school principals, a question box on problems of school administration, and a demon-
stration of physical education by students of the Westfield Normal School under
the direction of Miss Theresa Lammers.
The total registration was 332, including 263 principals and supervisors and 69
others engaged in various types of educational work. Eighty cities and towns were
represented.
The strong interest shown in this conference and the large representation from
various parts of the State clearly indicated that the Department rendered through
this conference a worthwhile service and that conferences for this group of school
administrators should be continued.
Normal School Instructors. — The TweKth Annual Conference of State Normal
Schools was held at Bridgewater on September 4-6, 1929. The program included
a round-table discussion, reports of research studies, departmental conferences,
and addresses as follows: "The Massachusetts Bay Tercentenary," by Herbert
Parker, Lancaster, Mass.; "The Creative Spirit and Conduct," "The Creative
Spirit and the Teacher," and "The Biographer Afield," by RoUo Brown, Cambridge,
Mass. An address on "Visual Education, Illustrated by General Classroom
Films," by Thomas E. Finegan, President of Eastman Films, Inc., Rochester,
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N. Y., was followed by "Film — Class Day Pageant, Lowell Normal School,"
arranged by Merritt A. Hiscoe.
Music Supervisors. — The Sixth Annual Conference of Music Supervisors was
held at Hotel Statler, Boston, on January 28, 1929. The program consisted of
demonstration of classroom teaching, reports from the field, and addresses. Among
the addresses given were the following: "A Growing Appreciation of Music in the
PubUc Schools," by John F. Scully; "Cumulative Appreciation," by Mrs. Francis
E. Clark, Camden, N. J.; and "Teaching Music from an Appreciative Stand-
point," by Frederick W. Archibald, Instructor of Music, State Normal School,
Framingham.
Art Teachers. — The Seventh Annual Conference of Supervisors and Teachers
of Art, which is usually held in December, was postponed until January 17, 1930.
The morning program included a presentation of the topic of the day, "Color and
Design," by Charles Edward Newell, State Director of Art Education and Principal
of the Massachusetts School of Art; and an address on "Developing the Design
Program in Relation to the World Outside the Schoolroom," by Raymond P. En-
sign, Director, Newark School of Fine and Industrial Art, Newark, N. J. In the
afternoon PauUna V. Burns, Boston, gave a talk on "Educational Procedure; Free
Brush Pattern in Color and Design," which was followed by a demonstration by
pupils of the Donald McKay Intermediate School, East Boston.
Physical Education.— The Fifth State Conference of Directors and Instructors
in Physical Education was held in the Gardner Auditorium, State House, and the
new senior high school gymnasium in SomerviUe, on February 8 and 9, 1929. The
speakers were Charles A. Gates, Executive Secretary, Advisory Council on Crime
Prevention, Massachusetts; Ernst Hermann, Director of Physical Education,
SomerviUe; C. E. Turner, M.A., Professor of Biology and Public Health, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology; James Edward Rogers, National Physical Edu-
cation Service, New York City; WiUiam D. Sprague, Principal of the High School,
Melrose; Richard K. Conant; Ruth Evans, Assistant Director of Physical Edu-
cation, Springfield; Theresa Lammers, Director of Physical Education, Westfield
Normal School; Laurence Conley, Instructor of Boxing, Harvard College; Sarah
Biggane, Director of Physical Education, Watertown; and Lewis S. Harris, Direc-
tor of Physical Education in Belmont.
At the SomerviUe Gymnasium activities were demonstrated with groups of chil-
dren under these instructors. About 700 teachers are affected directly by this
type of conference.
Special Class Teachers. — Three regional conferences for special class teachers
were held in March, 1929. The total attendance at these conferences was in the
neighborhood of 800 teachers, school officials, and others who were interested.
The conferences were held at Boston, Springfield, and Worcester.
Among the addresses given at the conferences was that on "The Administrative
Problems of Special Class Work," by superintendents of schools as foUows: Chester
D. Stiles, Westfield; Jennie E. ScoUey, Assistant, Holyoke; Walter S. Young,
Worcester; and Merle A. Sturtevant, Shrewsbury. At the Boston meeting, the
address on "The Administrative Problems of Special Class Work" was given by
Walter I. Piper, Principal, Cobbet Elementary School, Lynn.
Other addresses were as follows: "The Everyday Problems of the Special Class
Teacher," by Eleanore Ross, Supervisor of Special Classes, State Department of
Education, New York; "The Employment Situation of Special Class PupUs," by
Harold P. Thomas, Director of Research, School Department, Springfield; and
"Success or Failure," by Arthur B. Lord, Supervisor of Special Schools and Classes,
Department of Education, Massachusetts; "Classroom Methods and Procedure
for the Special Class Teacher," by Mary C. Greene, Supervisor of Special Schools,
Providence, R. I.; and "Understanding the Special Class ChUd," by Dr. Augusta
F. Bronner, Director, Judge Baker Foundation, Boston. At the Springfield and
Worcester conferences there were demonstrations by school chUdren, and at aU the
conferences reports from the field from special class teachers.
Health Conferences. — The eighth annual series of regional conferences on school
hygiene was conducted in 1929 under the joint auspices of the Department of
PubUc Health and the Department of Education. The membership of the con-
ferences was composed largely of school nurses, school physicians, teachers of
49
Among the topics considered
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physical training, superintendents, and principals
were the following:
The Teaching and Living of Health.
What Constitutes an Adequate School Health Program.
Nutrition and the Dental Program.
Health as a Fundamental Factor in Education.
Standards for School Medical Work.
What May the Superintendent of Schools Expect from the Classroom Teacher in
Health Education.
Building an OutUne for Health Teaching.
Summer Round-Up— Its Value to the School Health Program.
The location, enrolment and number of cities and towns represented at these





November 22, Springfield ..... 78
December 4, Worcester ..... 61
December 5, Bridgewater .... 75
December 6, Salem ..... 45
Totals 259 502
Teachers^ Institutes. — During the past year seven institutes were conducted for
the special benefit of teachers in the smaller towns of the Commonwealth. The
speakers were largely members of the Department staff and State Normal School
faculties. Among the subjects discussed were the following:
Evaluating the Success of Our Schools.
Health of the School Child.
Vitalizing Our Weak Spots.
The Teacher's Responsibility for the Physical Welfare of the Pupil.
Adventures in Teaching.
The Teacher's Philosophy of Education.
Our Everyday Experiences with Art Education.
A New Significance in Color and Design.
Some Impressions of the Pubhc Schools in the British Isles.
Evaluating Classroom Procedures.
The Interpretation of Classroom Teaching from the Point of View of Teacher
and Supervisor.
The location of these institutes, the number of teachers in attendance, and the







Rockland, New Bedford, Hyannis, Northampton, Springfield, Pittsfield, and Green-
field. Physical education directors of the State attended the meetings whenever it
was possible.
The physical education department of the Bridgewater Normal School sponsored
a Play Day for the high school girls of the communities near Bridgewater. Eight-
een high schools accepted the invitation and eighty-six girls participated. To
open normal school doors to guests who will interpret to their respective communi-
ties newer ideas of competition for girls is a sound pohcy.
In a recent survey of the State Normal Schools, relative to the number of partici-
pants in extra-curricula activities sponsored by the department of physical educa-
tion for women in each school, the following figures are of interest. The survey was
made in nine normal schools, and represents a report from the total enrolment
of 3,060 women.
9 Schools returned reports.
1 School gave no figures, but reported favorably of 8 sports.
1 School reported 85% participation, covering 6 sports or 1,308 participants.
Sports given, with the number of participants, were as follows: Baseball, 345;
basket ball, 740; soccer, 100; volley ball, 381; hockey, 566; tennis, 346; field ball,
80; tenikoit, 165; swimming, 86; track, 172; stunts, 60; dancing, 70. Total
number of participants, 4,419. Other sports reported were: Bounce ball, new-
comb, hiking, bowHng, archery, paddle tennis, captain ball, quoits, winter sports.
Letters were awarded in eight schools. Banquets or some recognition, as festiv-
ity, picnic, spread, etc., were reported in five schools.
TEACHERS' REGISTRATION BUREAU
During the year 1928-1929, the Teachers' Registration Bureau enrolled 2,532
teachers, received notice of 728 vacancies, and placed 320 teachers, with an aggre-
gated salary of $436,625 for full-time teachers. The average salary of the positions
filled, exclusive of substitute positions, was $1,417.61 — an increase of $1.91 over
the average salary of last year.
The number of new registrants having no experience was 1,753. These teachers





















CERTIFICATION OF SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS
The Department of Education, as required by section 66 of chapter 71 of the
General Laws, determines by examination or otherwise the quahfications of can-
didates for the position of superintendent of schools in a superintendency union.
In accordance with the above provisions of law, six certificates were issued in 1928.
The classes and number of certificates issued by the Department since the law
first went into effect are as follows: permanent certificates, 3; preliminary certifi-
cates, 133; term certificates, 202.
EDUCATION OF DEAF AND BLIND CHILDREN
Enrolment in Special Schools for the Blind and Deaf
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Director of this Division in her contact with persons of their nationalities resident
in Massachusetts. The Governor's appointees and the nationaUties they represent
are as follows: Italian, Vincent Garro; Polish, Alphonse A. Bacharowski; Syrian,
Michael N. Maloof; Armenian, Dr. N. Zovickian; French Canadian, Oscar La
Montaigne; Swedish, Dr. Carl R. Lindstrom; Greek, Rt. Rev. J. Alexopoulos.
The Governor's Committee has held two meetings with the Director, at one of which
they were addressed by the Governor, and at the other they had the opportunity
to confer with Mr. Nicolls, the Federal District Director of NaturaUzation, con-
cerning specific naturaUzation difficulties.
The director of the division, in the course of the summer, visited the several
American consulates in Great Britain and Ireland, observing the work of the
U. S. Public Health and U. S. Immigration Service advisors to consular service and
consulting with the consuls on particular problems relative to Massachusetts per-
sons. She also conferred with the American Consul at Marseilles on questions
concerning the refugee population who are there temporarily awaiting a chance to
come to America, and was able to secure valuable information concerning depart-
mental policy with reference to students and visitors seeking non quota status.
All transatlantic Uners docking at Boston have been met by agents of the
division. Newcomers destined to Massachusetts are hsted from the Federal im-
migration records and a letter of welcome is sent to each. The response to these
letters has been surprisingly successful. The interest of the newcomers, who are
mainly of EngUsh, Scotch, or Irish extraction, in educational opportunities has been
gratifying.
DIVISION OF THE BLIND
During the year ending November 30, 1929, the Division of the Blind was in
touch with 2,580 adults rendering service as follows:
Industrial aid in the form of guides, tools or advertising
Financial assistance .
Instruction by the home teachers




Employment provided in workshops
Employed by the Division on staff
Apprenticeships provided .
Readers for college students













The members of the staff made 3,030 visits to blind adults. The home teachers
made 1,644 visits and gave 3,896 lessons. Through the assistance of co-operating
associations, vacation trips were provided for over 120 men and women. Flower
Mission baskets were sent to 183 at Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter time.
From private sources, loans and gifts were made to a large number of adults to meet
special emergencies.
During the year 322 new cases of blindness in adults were reported to the divi-
sion, of which 206 were referred by the Massachusetts Eye & Ear Infirmary. On
December 1, 1929, there were 4,300 on the register, including 3,756 adults and 544
children.
Work with Children
During the year, 359 new cases were reported, of which 247 were registered.
The others were found to have too much eyesight for registration after their eyes
had received proper attention. There were 92 cases reported by the Massachu-
setts Eye & Ear Infirmary, 82 by the schools, 20 by private ocuUsts, 11 by the Bos-
ton City Hospital, 20 by other hospitals, 10 by relatives or neighbors, 8 by agents
of the division, and 4 by child-caring organizations. More than 1,270 visits were
made in the interests of children with defects of vision.
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were secured for 31, including housework, farm work, teaching, elevator operator,
stenographer, janitor, and factory work.
The Massachusetts Association for Promoting the Interests of the Adult BUnd
has co-operated with the division in providing for the maintenance of a training
center at which some of the younger men are taught reseating chairs, including
rush seating, tennis racket restringing, weaving and basketry. Twelve men were
provided training there this year. Fourteen workers were supervised in their work
at home in sewing, weaving and chair reseating.
Workshops
There were 56 employed in the Cambridge Industries, 14 in the Woolson House
Industries, 19 in the Pittsfield shop, 12 in the Fall River shop, 10 in the Worcester
shop, and 9 in the Lowell shop.
In the Cambridge Industries, 12,168 dozen brooms were manufactured: 192
dozen toy brooms, 1,620 dozen rattan mixed brooms, 4,233 dozen warehouse and
mill brooms, and 6,123 dozen house brooms. In the Pittsfield shop, 402 dozen house
brooms, 1,096 dozen mill brooms, 232 dozen warehouse brooms, 143 dozen rattan
mixed brooms, and 33 dozen toy brooms were manufactured. In the Fall River
shop, 1,395 dozen brooms were manufactured.
The Cambridge Industries manufactured 6,510 dozen wet and dry mops, and 628
rag rugs.
In the Woolson House Industries, six women wove art fabrics such as upholstery,
pillow tops, dress goods, towels, bibs, runners, luncheon and bridge sets, valued
at $5,852.
The reseating of chairs, including hand-caned, machine woven seats, spline,
splint and rush seating, was carried on in most of the workshops. In the Woolson
House Industries, 1,551 chairs were reseated; in the Fall River shop, 1,404 chairs;
in the Lowell shop, 2,294 chairs; in the Pittsfield shop, 2,367 chairs and in the
Worcester shop, 3,831 chairs. In Springfield, through the activity of the home
teacher, over 500 chairs were reseated.
In the Pittsfield shop, 307 tennis rackets were restrung, and 144 repaired.
Through the Blindcraft shop the division helped 118 home workers sell their
products. The shop sent out 6,981 pieces of work to be made up, and received
9,886 finished pieces, including 2,443 pieces sent in on consignment. There were
36 outside sales held during the year. Consignors were paid $3,460.95 through
the salesroom in Boston, and $944.16 through the salesroom in Pittsfield. The
salesrooms also paid home workers $742.90 for their labor.
Home Instruction
The seven home teachers travelled 47,174 miles, gave 3,896 lessons and made
1,644 calls. They had 344 pupils. The instruction included reading and writing
Braille, reading moontype, basketry, chair reseating, typewriting, knitting, bead
work, rug making, tatting, crocheting, stitching, music, pencil writing and Braille
music notation. Some pupils make slow progress and many take up only one
study, while others go on with the work from year to year taking up new studies
each year. One pupil, recently blinded, has taken up in a short time reading and
writing Braille, pencil writing, typewriting, knitting, basketry, rug making, and
making bead flowers. The older people get more enjoyment from reading. The
mental uplift is always a vital part of the home teaching. The pupils may not
earn much with their handwork, but they are certainly happier and get back into
the active paths of everyday life through the influence of the home teachers.
Financial Aid
There has been a slight increase in the number aided. During the year, $137,500
was expended in reUef for 741 adults. Under the law the division may give finan-
cial assistance to needy blind adults, but may not undertake the permanent sup-
port of any individual.
Local Co-operation
The co-operation of the local organizations for the blind in Abington, Boston,
Brockton, Cambridge, Fall River, Lawrence, Lowell, Lynn, New Bedford, Pitts-
field, Salem, Springfield, and Worcester has been most helpful.
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These local organizations co-operate with the division in meeting local problems,
conducting reading circles or sewing circles, making friendly visits, furnishing
guides or transportation, finding employment, conducting sales of articles made
by the blind, providing vacation trips, securing medical attention, giving financial
assistance, providing a weekly newspaper in Braille, and providing training facilities.
Financial Report
Receipts



































DIVISION OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Field Service
Each public library must, to a certain extent, formulate its own policies, but the
Division of Public Libraries can and does offer advice and aid from its greater
knowledge of library theory and practice. The division acts as a clearing house on
library information. In its office are books on library organization, statistics on
all points of library administration, building plans, lists of books on various sub-
jects, lending collections, and other free material.
To be adequate, however, the advice and help available from the oflEice must be
supplemented by personal visits and surveys. This field service is of the utmost
importance. It presents certain definite objectives in the encouragement and
development of existing libraries, the improvement of their resources, facilities,
and service, and the extension of library privileges to all the people in every town
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in the State. These objectives are accomplished in various ways depending upon
local needs, funds available, and the aid that the State is authorized to give in each
case. The best results are obtained from visits, resulting in a survey of conditions,
advice as to future policies, direct personal service, and offer of State aid, when
possible, in the form of gifts of books or service.
Visits are usually made in response to definite calls, and because of the number
of these specific requests annually, many small libraries have not been visited for
several years. This year a special effort has been made to reach this latter class
and as a result forty-four of the ninety-seven visits made by the field library adviser
have been to libraries with which there has been no personal contact for at least
five years.
Schools
"The school library looms larger on the horizon of education today than it ever
has before. The pubhc library has long been recognized as an integral part of pub-
lic education, but the need for a good working library as a part of the equipment
of individual schools has not been generally emphasized," says an editorial in a
recent school number of the "Library Journal." School libraries in the Common-
wealth are developing rapidly, due to the many new buildings, whose plans always
include a library room.
The division has been fortunate this year in obtaining the services of a field as-
sistant who is also a trained school librarian, and in consequence more school libra-
ries have been helped than in previous years. Thirteen junior high and eighteen
senior high school libraries have been visited. Problems of administration and
development of school libraries have been discussed and reports made of conditions
with suggestions for improvements.
The greatest obstacle to the growth of school libraries is the lack of funds to
increase the book collections and to engage full-time librarians. Eight of the junior
high school Ubrary visits have been to new buildings. Four of the best planned
library rooms had no books on the shelves and were closed. The remaining four
had three teachers and one trained librarian in charge. In fact, the junior high
schools tend to sponsor supervised study rather than real library work. As for
books, three of the city school libraries visited depend entirely upon gifts. In
other libraries, school clubs, organizations entirely outside the school system, and
memorial gifts are the only means of adding books. In spite of this the library is
expected to grow and have always on hand the desired material. Public libraries
are very generous in lending books but cannot stretch their appropriations so as to
entirely supply the schools which, after all, are only a small-part of the public they
are expected to serve.
Teacher-librarians, giving only a few hours daily to the librarj^, and having no
knowledge of library methods, need expert advice. To give them an opportunity
to learn these methods, the division has arranged with the Boston University School
of Education to add to their course on "Sources and References for Teachers" a
series of lectures and conferences on organizing and developing a library, classifica-
tion, cataloging, pamphlet and picture files. This series will be given early in 1930.
The conditions found in the school Ubraries visited this year emphasize again the
need of a supervisor of school libraries to give her entire time to this important
branch of library service.
In spite of all obstacles, however, excellent libraries are developing. One senior
high school librarian gives a course of library instruction for which the pupils re-
ceive credit. Other librarians are meeting the necessity for assistance by forming
a staff of student helpers. Library clubs are another means being used to interest
the pupils in the library and also to guide their reading.
Two meetings of the normal school librarians have been held, one in Boston
in February, and the other at Bridgewater in September. At the September
meeting a committee was appointed to make a survey of the normal school library
facilities, to gather the findings into a report, and to outline minimum standards
to be attained within five years. With both the American Association of Teachers'
Colleges and the American Library Association working on standards for teacher
training hbraries, it is appropriate that Massachusetts normal school librarians
should be working along similar lines. Using all existing standards as a basis, a
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minimum standard has been adopted and is now being applied in all nine normal
school libraries.
The library at Westfield has been moved into a new and attractive room. The
librarian has been teaching cataloging the last two summers at the University of
Iowa. The "Teacher-Librarian" course at Bridgewater has completed its first
year with seventy students in the two-year course electing library work. The
Westfield and Salem librarians attended the annual meeting of the American Library
Association at Washington and reported it to the group at the Bridgewater con-
ference.
Institutions
Visits have been made by the general secretary, who is in charge of institution
library work, to the Lakeville and North Reading State sanatoria, Norfolk and
Charlestown State prisons, the Reformatory for Boys at Concord, and the Hampton
County House of Correction. Lists of books for purchase have been made out for
the above-mentioned institutions and for the Wayside Inn Trade School, the Essex
County Industrial School, and the State Industrial School for Girls at Lancaster.
The outstanding institution library development of the year occurred at the
State Sanatorium at Lakeville, where cases of tubercular bones are treated. The
patients, mostly confined to beds, range in age from three to seventy years, with a
large number of school children for whom a resident teacher is employed. Through
the division secretary an organized library has been installed, with ward and bed-
side service from the librarian of a neighboring town who visits the sanatorium once
a week.
In the prison colony at Norfolk the library circulation is increasing steadily.
For the month of November it was nearly two per capita, but the number of readers
in the library for that month was 663. This means that an average of 22 of the 138
prisoners in the colony read books, magazines, and papers during the two recreational
periods every day. Many of the men here are studying and books have been bor-
rowed for them from the lending collection of the division.
Again the Board of Free Public Library Commissioners emphasizes the two
great needs of all institution libraries — trained library service and an annual
budget for the purchase of needed books.
Book Service
The lending library of adult non-fiction continues to increase rapidly both in
number and circulation. Nearly twice as many books have been lent from the
collection as last year, and approximately 600 have been borrowed from other
libraries to fill special demands. The close of the year finds 226 libraries— public,
school and institutional — on file as recipients of loans. A supplementary catalog
was printed in September, listing the 750 new volumes added during the year.
Gifts of book lists, periodicals, and material on library administration have been
made as usual. Through the continued co-operation of superintendents of schools
and teachers, the State certificate reading lists are still being used extensively in
the rural communities and small towns.
Personnel Service
Courses in reference work and in story-telling were given in Springfield and
Boston, respectively, arranged by the Division of Public Libraries and conducted
by the Division of University Extension. These were attended by 40 librarians
and assistants from 23 libraries.
The annual institute for librarians was held at the Fitchburg Normal School,
with a registration of 55 librarians and trustees from 41 towns. This year more
stress than usual was laid on cataloging, classification, and book selection, with
especial emphasis on community service. A survey of the library facilities and
needs of her town was made by each librarian on maps provided by the division,
and a general discussion followed of local conditions and various methods to be
used to improve the book service.
Foreign Work
Regional meetings in the interest of work with the foreign-born have been ar-
ranged in Boston, New Bedford, Adams, and Holyoke. The representative from
the division co-ordinated the work of five State organizations sponsoring thes^
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meetings, and of local libraries, Americanization departments and schools, and clubs
co-operating with the State agencies. Two of the meetings were devoted to discus-
sion of the foreign-born locally represented and books about their backgrounds;
at the other two, surveys of the year's books important in this work were presented
by specialists.
A catalog of the lending library of books in English of inter-racial interest has
been printed for distribution to all Massachusetts libraries, and, by request of the
Division of University Extension, to supervisors of Americanization. The circula-
tion records show an increase of 884 volumes over last year.
Many visits have been made to public libraries to confer with trustees and
librarians with reference to extending their service to alien readers, to make recom-
mendations about books to be weeded out and to be bought, and to assist in co-
ordinating the work of libraries and evening schools for foreigners. A handbook
on the reading of the foreign-born has been prepared with the co-operation of other
specialists. It is the first on the subject issued, and was mailed to all libraries
having a large number of foreign readers.
TEACHERS' RETIREMENT BOARD*
An amendment was made to the Teachers' Retirement Law, at the last session
of the Legislature, increasing the maximum annuity and maximum pension from
$500 at age sixty to $650 at age sixty, this change taking effect on June 30, 1929.
The pension which is payable from State appropriations is limited by the provision
that it shall not exceed one-third the average salary for the last five years preceding
retirement in the case of teachers who entered the service since July 1, 1914, and
for teachers entitled to credit for service prior to July 1, 1914, the pension is not
to exceed one-half the average salary for the five years preceding retirement. The
pension, however, of a teacher enrolled prior to June 30, 1929, is not to be less than
the pension which would have been payable if the maximum pension were $500 at
age sixty without the one-third salary or one-half salary limitation. The maximum
assessment was not changed and remains at $100 a year.
In accordance with the recommendation of the Actuary of the Insurance De-
partment, which was referred to in the Annual Report for the year ending De-
cember 31, 1928, all retirements since June 30, 1929, have been based on McClin-
tock's Table of Mortahty among Annuitants. All retirements prior to June 30,
1929, were based on the American Experience Table.
If the maximum pension had been continued at $500 at age sixty, the change to
McClintock's Table would have reduced the pensions payable in the future, the
average pension being reduced about 6%. The amendment made bj^ the Legisla-
ture, increasing the maximum pension to $650 at age sixty, will in most cases offset
the reduction caused by the change of mortality tables and the average pension has
been increased about 9%.
The following tables show the effect of these changes
:
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The active membership of the Retirement Association has increased to 19,237,
of whom 4,401 are teachers who served in Massachusetts prior to July 1, 1914, and
voluntarily joined the Association and 14,836 are teachers who entered the service
since that date and were required to become members.
The deposits for the year amounted to $1,649,353.25. Members who left the
service withdrew $474,423.86, and $50,307.20 was paid to the estates of deceased
members. The income over disbursements amounted to $1,603,680.92. The
gross assets increased to $14,516,715.81. The total liabilities amount to $14,373,-
271.82, leaving a surplus of $143,443.99. Interest at the rate of 4}^% was credited
to the accounts of the members on December 31, 1929. The total interest credited
during the year to the members' accounts and the annuity reserve amounted to
$588,782.72.
One hundred fifty-one teachers retired during the year 1929. Their annual
retiring allowances amounted to $121,017.24. Of this amount, $21,547.04 was
annuity derived from the contributions made by the members before retirement
and the balance was pension paid from State appropriations. The retirements
for the year were as follows: On account of disability before attaining the age of
sixty, 7; voluntary retirements, ages sixty to sixty-nine, 97; compulsory retire-
ments at age seventy, 47. On December 31, 1929, there were 1,158 retired teach-
ers living. The annua;! retiring allowances for these teachers amount to $743,-
162.20, of which $643,300.72 is pension paid from State appropriations and $99,-
861.48 is annuity. We have estimated that it will be necessary for the State to
appropriate $670,000.00 for the payment of pensions during the year 1930.
The following table gives statistics relating to the 151 teachers retired in 1929:
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The function of the Massachusetts Nautical School is to provide an education
for the young men of the State whose special interests and capabilities are on the
sea. The course includes two years of practical and theoretical instruction in sea-
manship and marine engineering.
The Work of the Year
The year 1929 has been a normal one. There has been a sustained demand for
the education which the school provides. During the year there have been 189
students on the rolls of the school coming from 81 cities and towns of the Com-
monwealth. The summer practise cruise to southern Europe was satisfactory,
and afforded excellent opportunities for professional training not only at sea but
in port. The demand for the graduates from prominent shipowners continues to
be in excess of the supply.
In the spring, the Federal Government made extensive repairs to the hull and
machinery of the Nantucket, placing the ship in good condition for the work of the
school.
Saving Life and Property at Sea
The graduates of the school have from time to time performed notable work in
saving life and property at sea. During the past year their record in this regard
has been noteworthy.
On December 6, 1929, the chief officer of the transatlantic liner Republic, a
graduate of the school in the class of 1912, rescued the crew of eleven men from the
schooner Gander Deal, which foundered 550 miles off the coast of Newfoundland.
He was in charge of the lifeboat with a volunteer crew, the conditions of wind and
sea making the rescue a difficult and hazardous one.
The yacht Amida, one of the largest and best equipped ocean-going yachts
afloat, rescued the crew of the four-masted schooner James E. Coburn, which
foundered in the Atlantic on April 17, 1929. The exhausted crew of ten men was
picked up on April 25, after being in an open boat eight and one-half days. The
captain of the Amida graduated from the school in 1917.
In February, the S.S. Swift Scout rescued the crew of the schooner H. D. Mac-
Lean, just before the ship sank in the Atlantic Ocean off the Virginia Capes. The
first officer, a graduate of the school, was in charge of the crew that made the rescue.
The steamer Silver Maple, disabled in a storm by the loss of her rudder on January
29, 1929, was towed by the U. S. Coast Guard steamers Tampa and Mojave 450
miles to Bermuda. Graduates of the school, lieutenants in the U. S. Coast Guard,
were serving on board the steamers at the time.
California Nautical School
The development of American shipping and the enlarged interest in maritime
matters have resulted in a demand for additional State nautical schools. Cali-
fornia has established a nautical school along lines similar to the Massachusetts
school. It is to be maintained at the port of San Francisco. The states of Florida,
Virginia, Louisiana and Texas are considering the establishment of State nautical
schools.
THE BRADFORD DURFEE TEXTILE SCHOOL
The Bradford Durfee Textile School of Fall River, during the past year, has con-
ducted its day and evening courses in cotton manufacturing and related subjects
on much the same lines as those followed for the past few years. Added attention
has been given to the subject of rayon, since this is a material that is entering more
largely into the construction of textile fabrics made principally of cotton. Addi-
tional machinery, for rayon work, provided through the generosity of the machine
builders, has been installed.
The enrolment in the day classes for the school year 1928-29 was 111. In the
evening classes 1,050 applications were received and 704 were enrolled, no student
having his name placed upon the register until he had been in attendance at least
three evenings.
The school graduated, at the close of the last school year, 27 students from the
day classes and 255 from the evening classes. Of the evening graduates 20 received
diplomas and 235 received certificates.
The school now offers nine scholarships, which range in value from $100 to $250
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per year. They are available to worthy students in need of financial assistance.
The funds for the maintenance of these scholarships have been given by public-
spirited individuals and associations interested in the work of the school.
There is also available to the students a loan fund, which was established by a
number of citizens of Fall River. From this fund loans are made, on which a
nominal interest is charged.
LOWELL TEXTILE INSTITUTE
In general, the same policies have continued during the past year as have been
pursued during previous years. Existing courses have been strengthened by rear-
rangement and consolidation, in order that the student may have fewer studies to
carry at any one time, thus insuring better work in these subjects. The course in
marketing, which heretofore has been given outside of regular class periods, is to
be made a part of the regular curriculum. New lectures on styling, foreign trade
and safety engineering have been given to widen the general training of the student.
To the equipment has been added new machines and apparatus for mariu-
facturing some of the recently developed fabrics and for testing and examining
existing textile material. The present-day standards of wearing apparel, the
varying demands for decorative textile material, as well as the wider use of the
so-called mechanical fabrics, have called for ingenuity in testing and apparatus to
aid in determining relative merits. This will mean that our present equipment
must be augmented each and every year to meet new demands and conditions.
Accompanying these material requirements are the requests for broader and more
highly trained men as graduates. This is evidenced by the noticeable demand for
graduates from the four-year or degree courses, and has been particularly evident
for the past two or three years when a high percentage of this type of graduates
have had offers of positions before they graduate.
Records of student enrolment indicate a few less in the day courses and an appre-
ciable increase in the evening classes, thus making the total enrolment for the insti-
tute greater this year than last. The evening enrolment probably reflects the
slightly improved local textile conditions.
The following is the classification in the two departments of the Institute: In
April, 121 certificates were awarded to 114 pupils who had completed certain pre-
scribed courses in the Lowell Evening Textile School. In June, at the commence-
ment exercises of the Institute, degrees were conferred upon 22 students who had
completed either of the four-year courses and six diplomas were awarded to those
who had pursued one of the three-year courses.
The personnel of the present instructing staff remains the same.
The receipts for the year ending November, 1929, were $36,441.88, and the
expenditures, $162,382.52.
NEW BEDFORD TEXTILE SCHOOL
The New Bedford Textile School was established and incorporated in accordance
with Chapter 475, Acts of 1895. The first annual meeting of the Board of Trustees
was held January 27, 1896, and in April, 1897, the city of New Bedford appropriated
$25,000 for the use of the school. On March 18, 1898, the school received another
appropriation of $25,000 from the State of Massachusetts. The school opened
for day students October 16, 1899, and for evening students on October 23 of
that year.
The first building was three stories with a small basement; and the power used
was a small 40 h.p. engine with rope and belt transmission.
In 1902 the addition of two other departments to the school made it necessary
to add to the building. This addition was built onto the south side of the original
building and consisted of three stories and a basement. In 1905 another addition
to the building was made, due to the rapidly increasing number of students in the
evening classes. The departments and equipment were rearranged with the ad-
dition of another course (mechanical). A further addition was made in 1911,
when the building known as the Recitation Building was erected to the north of
the original building and joined to it by two bridges and a tunnel.
The last addition to the plant was made in 1922. At that time much needed
changes were made in the lay-out of the carding and spinning, weaving and knitting
departments. A gymnasium was provided for in this new building, including
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lockers and toilet rooms, together with many other improvements in the general
plan of the school.
The number of students attending the first year, 1899-1900, was: Day students,
11; evening students, 183.
The number of students attending the school year 1928-29, was: Day students,
94; evening students, 1,098.
Statistics of Attendance and Graduation, 1928-29
Day students registered, 100; attending, 94. Evening students registered, 1,550;
attending, 1,098. Graduated, June, 1929, — day students, 25: evening students,
130.
Classification of Students by Courses
Day students: General cotton manufacturing course, 25; designing, 6; chemistry,
dyeing, and finishing, 18; knitting, 5; junior, 3; special courses, 37.
Evening students: Carding and spinning department, 76; designing, 89; chemis-
try, dyeing, and finishing, 49; weaving, 472; knitting, 11; mechanical, 355; rayon
(inspecting and processing), 46.
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
The new all-day agricultural department at Sylvester High School in Hanover,
which had a part-time agricultural instructor last year, has a full-time agricultural
instructor this year. An automotive unit has been added and will be continued.
Two new agricultural departments have been opened at the high schools in Agawam
and Dartmouth.
Steps are being taken to provide winter term automotive units suited to the
needs of farmers at Weymouth and Walpole; to resume previous units at New
Salem and Westport, and to include this instruction in the winter programs of the
new agricultural departments at Agawam and Dartmouth. Such units are estab-
lished features at Ashfield, Falmouth, Hadley, Hatfield, New Salem, Northampton,
Reading, Shelburne Falls and West Springfield. Attention to care of agricultural
automotive equipment is given at the three County Agricultural Schools in Bristol,
Essex and Norfolk counties.
Evening unit course work has been continued profitably by Essex County Agri-
cultural School, and by agricultural departments at Haverhill, New Salem and West
Springfield. Other centers have introduction of this feature under consideration.
A committee was appointed in 1928 by the Worcester County Selectmen's Asso-
ciation to investigate and report on the advisability of establishing a county
agricultural school in that county, and took its work seriously. A bill, House No.
452, drawn at the committee's request with the help of the Division of Vocational
Education, was sponsored by this association before the 1929 Legislature for the
purpose of authorizing the Worcester County Trustees for Aid to Agriculture to
provide vocational education in agriculture, household arts, and practical art, with
county. State and Federal aid. A service system, administered from a central
office and worked out through departments at high schools co-operatively with
local school committees, was proposed; together with control by a single board
of trustees and director, as in the cases of Bristol, Essex and Norfolk counties, of
all agricultural Smith-Hughes and Smith-Lever work in the county.
The committee had too little time for acquainting the county fully with the
merits of the measure. The bill failed to pass this year, but the committee has been
continued and instructed to press this measure for favorable legislative action in
1930.
The exhibit at the Union Agricultural Meeting at Worcester in January was
continued. A feature highly gratifying to all concerned was the awarding of a gold
medal by the Massachusetts Department of Agriculture to Roy T. Argood, poultry
instructor at Norfolk County Agricultural School, for outstanding achievement.
He has developed by trap nesting and selective mating a "Norco-Aggie" strain of
Rhode Island Reds of which nearly three hundred have laid more than 200 eggs
each a year, and one of which last year laid 305 eggs in three hundred and sixty-
five days. This last is, so far as can be learned, a championship record among
vocational agricultural schools and departments.
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Prize speaking and judging contests have been highly creditable. Judging teams
at the National Dairy Show were placed fifth in judging all dairy breeds last year,
and fifth again this year, with thirty states competing. One boy was placed high-
est, in judging Guernseys, and another fourth in judging Ayrshires, with ninety
boys competing. The team ranked second in judging Ayrshires. Two other boys
were selected to represent Massachusetts on the team of three boys sent to compete
in the 4-H Club judging contest, and two recent graduates were on the Massachu-
setts Agricultural College team sent to take part in the intercollegiate contest.
Such contests are doing much to develop the abilities and broaden the horizons of
the boys; also to promote a healthy morale among parents and pupils, instructors,
and administrative officers.
From the beginning, vocational agricultural education in Massachusetts has
combined earning with learning. During the first year for which state-wide figures
were tabulated sixty-six boys earned $9,754.28 from farming as part of their school-
ing. Seven hundred and fifty-six such learners, enrolled in the year ending October,
1928, earned from supervised agricultural and horticultural pursuits and projects
$255,458.15. The grand total of such earnings for the entire period, September,
1911, to October, 1928, inclusive, as shown in detail in Table No. 5 among the
statistical tables, have amounted to $2,104,114.73. It is not argued that this sum
offsets the cost of instruction, nor that this is entirely over and above what these
pupils would have earned if they had not been taking vocational agricultural
courses. Instead it is claimed that there has been more than two million dollars'
worth of participation by the pupils in the farming they have been studying at the
very time they have been studying it. The key word is immediate participation.
The aim has been to secure returns from projects fully twenty per cent above the
crop and animal production indexes of the sections served or pay appreciably above
the indexes for less well-trained workers, or a combination of the two. Where
boj^s from village and city homes are employed on school farms, the number is kept
down to the number a private farm owner and operator could profitably employ
for carrying on the same kinds of productive work, and the equipment and methods
are those of the successful family farm of moderately capitalized size.
Two conferences, in 1925 and 1926, of the North Atlantic Region, called by the
Federal Board for Vocational Education, agreed that it is a safe objective to try
to put graduates as far along in mastery of standard practices and in managerial
ability at the age of twenty-eight, as the farmer without such educational aid
finds himself at the age of forty-five.
The Spillman "Agricultural Ladder" survey of 2,000 Middle West farmers, and
the Dr. Alexander Cance survey of nearly 700 of the better Massachusetts farmers,
indicate that ordinarily a young man Ijent on a farming career may expect to
become owner in the Middle West at about thirty-eight years of age, and here at
about thirty-six. Not a few boys who have been trained appear to be beating such
averages by from ten to fifteen years.
As usual, the supervisor helped to certify and send the judging team to the
National Dairy Show; to certify the district representatives to the State Champion-
ship Prize Speaking Contest; to certify the candidate for the gold medal award at
the Union Agricultural Meeting, and to certify the candidates for admission to
the Vocational Degree Course at Massachusetts Agricultural College. Perhaps
his best single piece of work has been guiding the Worcester County Selectmen's
Association Committee in its extensive investigations, in its formulation of policy,
and in its framing of the proposed legislation above reported. He has given atten-
tion also to establishing and supervising evening or unit agricultural courses, and
agricultural instruction in continuation schools, and to providing tutoring services
for rehabilitation cases seeking agricultural education.
Pre-employment Teacher-Training and Training Teachers in Service
The undergraduate cour.ses for training teachers at Massachusetts Agricultural
College have been modified in some minor particulars beginning with September,
1928. The five-hour course in "Special Methods of Teaching Agriculture" was
split into two three-hour courses, one part designed to come before and one to
follow the apprentice teaching. Both of the state supervisors have continued to
assist the head of the college department in these vocational courses.
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The practice teaching arrangement at Hadley was discontinued. While this
resulted in having no person secure the practice teaching for one year, it set the
stage for more adequate "apprenticeships" in the future. Aside from these minor
changes, the collegiate training has continued as in the past.
The summer school session at the college in 1929 was attended by a large number
of men with real vocational teaching objectives, most of them already assigned to
teaching positions. The session was more satisfactory than usual. The director
of the vocational division and the supervisor of agricultural education each con-
ducted the vocational education courses for one week. The supervisor of agri-
cultural teacher- training has charge of these courses during the summer.
As the turnover in the teaching staff in September, 1928, was not above the
normal, most of the training of teachers in service was routine, assisting teachers
on request or by visiting them to studj^ local problems. At the Norfolk County
Agricultural School, the number of inexperienced teachers was large enough to
warrant the conducting of a unit course during the winter. The members of the
class followed up the work of the course during the summer school session or else-
where.
Professional Improvement. — The large proportion of the vocational agricultural
teachers who now hold the five-year certificate in professional improvement indi-
cates that the average tenure in the service has gradually increased. These persons
continue to carry on professional improvement annually, but with less supervision.
All other teachers submit proposals in advance and report the completion of each
project. The supervisor of teacher-training gives all possible assistance in connec-
tion with these programs.
A series of "regional schools" for teachers was held with the assistance of Prof.
Grant B. Snyder of the college on teaching of vegetable standards and judging.
Small groups of teachers have continued to work as committees on the improve-
ment of courses and methods in related subjects.
About half of the new teachers in service during the year, not counting those
who were transferred from one position to another, had httle or no teacher-training
for vocational school work prior to the time their nameswere presented for approval.
In addition to the intensive teacher-training to be gained in summer school courses,
it will be evident that the itinerant service for these teachers on the job is the most
effective type of service possible. The situation mentioned is caused mostly by
the development of vacancies after the recent graduates of teacher-training classes
have accepted positions in other states or in other lines of work. In addition to
personal assistance, there are organized general helps designed for professional
improvement.
A "Staff Letter" is issued about once a month, covering some common needs.
On request, other helpful material is mimeographed and distributed. The super-
visor of agricultural education also contributes to these helps.
The annual summer conference for professional improvement, wliich on alternate
years is held at Amherst, was held on July 30 to August 2, 1929, at the Norfolk
County Agricultural School at Walpole. Sixty-five men were in attendance and
were offered both general programs and round table meetings on specific subjects.
Noted leaders from outside our group addressed the conference and field trips
added very practical touches to the discussions.
A portion of the class at the Massachusetts Agricultural College summer school
enrolled for professional improvement while others came for the preliminary
teacher-training. For all of these types of improvement there is a follow-up in
the form of visits of the teacher-trainer to the individual teacher atwork in his school,
which clinches the improvement started under less natural conditions. About 300
such personal contacts have been made during the year in addition to interviews
at the office for similar purposes.
The requests for assistance and the problems observed during supervision visits
produce some fairly uniform demands for service. In such cases the needed helps
are assembled, duplicated, and distributed to the entire staff of teachers in the
State. This is one of the most common types of service rendered from the Amherst
branch office. As a result of this, many instructors make visits to the office for the
purpose of securing specific aid. This is in some respects the -most valuable pro-
fessional improvement assistance rendered by our service.
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TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Boys and Men
Day Schools
The day industrial schools show a steady increase in the number of boys and
j^oung men who wish to avail themselves of this type of educational opportunity.
Nine new schools were organized and approved as follows, two of them being part-
time co-operative schools, and seven being aU-day industrial schools organized in
connection with these and with the five part-time co-operative schools previously
existing in the city of Boston:
South Boston part-time co-operative school in January, 1929, with a department
of sheet metal work; Roxbury Memorial part-time co-operative school in Sep-
tember, 1929, with a department of printing.
Brighton Industrial School — automobile repairing; Charlestown Industrial
School — electrical work; Dorchester Industrial School— cabinetmaking; East
Boston Industrial School— machine work; Hyde Park Industrial School— ma-
chine work; Roxbury Memorial School — printing; South Boston Industrial
School — sheet metal work.
In addition to these new schools the following new departments in schools already
operating were organized and approved : Boston Trade School— painting and
decorating, welding and forging, airplane service department; Worcester Boys'
Trade School— welding department.
The airplane service department in the Boston Trade School is the first State-
aided work in this new but rapidly growing field. One teacher is employed at
present. As in all other State-aided work, productive work is a requirement.
The boys overhaul both engines and planes which are then put back into flying
service. It is not a part of the proposed program of this department to teach
flying.
Evening Schools
The evening industrial schools were fairly well attended. In those centers
where employment conditions were poor, this condition was reflected in the even-
ing classes. A sUght growth in certain centers is evidenced by the addition of new
courses; a slight dropping off in attendance is reflected in the discontinuing of
certain classes in other centers.
The new courses added were: Plastering and sign painting at the Boston Trade
School; printing at the Everett Evening Industrial School; printing at Brookline
Evening Industrial School, and trade mathematics and code rules for electricians
at Holyoke Evening Industrial School. The house framing course was re-estab-
lished at Newton; plumbing and electrical machine courses were re-established at
New Bedford; Lawrence has re-established evening courses in firing, loomfixing,
plastic painting, architectural drawing, and textile design.
Westfield, having discontinued the evening industrial school several years ago,
has again organized the following courses : Patternmaking, cabinetmaking, electri-
cal work, mathematics for machinists, machine shop work and blueprint reading
for machinists.
Buildings. —-The New Bedford Vocational School has moved its machine,
carpentry, electrical, and power departments into its new quarters. Plans are
under way to move the automobile department into quarters in the same group of
buildings at a later date. New Bedford is now one of the best housed vocational
schools in the State.
The city of Boston has completed a new high school building in the Hyde Park
section in which is housed the Hyde Park Part-time Co-operative School, consist-
ing of a department in machine shop work. This department is most adequately
provided for both as to space and equipment. Boston has under way the building
of a new high school in the Brighton section in which will be housed the Brighton
Part-time Co-operative School, with a department in automobile repair.
The Roxbury Memorial Part-time Co-operative and Industrial Schools are
housed in a fine new building.
The Beverly Trade School has plans under way to raise the roof of the shop
building in order to provide more space for this work.
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The building occupied by the Lowell Vocational School since its organization
in 1911 has been disapproved by this department as of July 1, 1929. The school
committee has voted to build a new building and Lowell has been notified that
reimbursement will continue pending the final disposition of plans to provide more
suitable housing for the boys' work.
The Westfield Boys' Trade School building was closed the latter part of March
due to a serious failure of one of the side walls, rendering the main part of the
building dangerous. Temporary quarters were secured outside and the school
was again in operation after a few weeks.
The town of Tisbury has a new modem school building nearly completed in which
will be housed the Vineyard Haven Carpentry School.
The city of Pittsfield has plans for a new high school in which it is contemplated
to house the carpentry department already organized, and serious consideration
is being given to additional trade training opportunities.
Pee-Employment Teacher-Training and Training Teachers in Service
Pre-Employment Teacher-Training. — Classes in principles and methods of voca-
tional teaching are conducted annually by the department under local instructors,
appointed and supervised by the teacher-training staff. Most of these courses
are for the training of teachers for the day trade schools, and are restricted in mem-
bership to tradesmen meeting all other qualifications for such positions.
These courses are commonly conducted in the evening, so that they may be at-
tended without loss of time from work by the type of men it is desired to reach.
Six such classes were conducted during the year— three in Boston, and one each
in Worcester, Springfield, and New Bedford. One class, of equal duration in hours
to the evening classes, was held at Fitchburg on an all-day basis during July.
These classes graduated 119 men in 18 trades, itemized as follows: Automobile
repair, 19; carpentry, 18; electricity, 18; printing (composition), 14; machine
shop, 11; pattern-making, 11; plumbing, 6; machine drafting, 5; cabinetmaking,
4; architectural drafting, 2; painting, 2; sheet metal, 2; printing (presswork), 2;
airplane engine, 1 ; airplane mechanics, 1 ; shoemaking, 1 ; steam engineering, 1
;
oxyacestylene welding, 1.
Of these 119 men, 7 were already teaching at the time of enrolling, and 12 have
already been placed in teaching positions, leaving 100 available for vacancies which
may occur. These figures are of full-time teachers only.
In general, evening school teachers are included in the classes for day school
teachers. Where special need is manifest, a modified course for prospective trade
extension teachers only is offered. Courses of this nature were conducted during
the past year in Boston and Lawrence, and were completed by 35 men in 20 trades.
Training Teachers in Service. — The professional improvement of teachers in
service is on an individual basis. When, however, as in any center having a large
group of teachers, the needs of several individuals exhibit a high similarity, courses
are organized by the Department to give the desired training. Such courses were
held this year in Boston (2 different groups) and Worcester, and at the Fitchburg
summer session. A one-week conference for non-vocational and related work
teachers in trade schools was also held at Fitchburg during July with an attendance
of 109, representing 24 schools.
During the year supervisors made 250 visits to schools and 510 visits to individual
teachers. Special service was rendered to 182 teachers.
Foreman Training.— A course for training foreman conference leaders was
conducted in Gardner with the co-operation of the local chamber of commerce.
TRADE, INDUSTRIAL, AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION
Girls and Women
A day industrial school, organized on a short-unit basis with instruction in power
machine operating only, has been established in Gloucester, immediate employ-
ment having been promised to those pupils satisfactorily completing the unit.
With splendid co-operation on the part of industry, plans are under way for the
establishment of a shoe-stitching school in Marlborough. This school is also to be
organized on a short-unit basis, the time varying with the processes to be learned.
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The household arts departments in Belchertown and Hatfield have been re-
organized from a four- to a two-year course.
Courses in social and economic aspects of homemaking, and family and com-
munity relationships have been developed in many schools and further extended
in others.
Home project work and its supervision was analyzed and discussed by directors
and department heads early in the year and later by a special committee. As an
outgrowth, a new bulletin, "Home Project and Its Supervision," No. 208, has been
printed and distributed, the poUcies and principles of which became effective
September, 1929.
New vocational household arts departments have been established in the high
schools at Bourne, Hanover, Holyoke, and Shelburne Falls.
Rockport has added practical art work to its educational program.
The practical art program has been extended to include units of instruction as
follows: Units in foods at Haverhill, Leominster and Natick; units in home nurs-
ing at Cambridge, Chicopee, and Salem; and units in decoration at Everett, Glou-
cester, Lynn, North Attleborough, Norwood, and Waltham.
The following units in the practical art program have been discontinued : Foods
in Chelsea; dressmaking in Gardner; home nursing in Boston; decoration in
Chicopee and North Attleborough; and miUinery in Fall River, Lynn, Medford,
Natick, North Attleborough, Quincy, Somerville, and Webster.
Effort is being made to include more work in nutrition, home management, and
child care in the practical art classes.
Pre-Employment Teacher-Training and Training Teachers in Service
Pre-Employment Teacher-Training.— A training course was conducted at the
1929 Fitchburg summer session for the purpose of training tradeswomen in the art
of teaching their trades in girls' trade schools, in accordance with the aims and
policies of such education in Massachusetts. For teachers of related and academic
work, an abridged course was given.
Because of the extension at Framingham Normal School in September, 1926, of
the three-year vocational household arts course to a four-year degree course, there
were no graduates from this course in June, 1929, which situation presented con-
siderable difficulty in fiUing satisfactorily the demands for qualified teachers in
several vocational and continuation schools.
During the year 1928-29, opportunity for apprentice teaching for periods of nine
weeks was given in the Springfield Technical and Commercial High Schools, the
Worcester Junior High School and in the New Bedford Vocational and Quincy
Homemaking Schools.
Teacher-training courses for teachers of practical art classes for women were
conducted in Boston and Fitchburg. As a result of ten years of teacher-training
work for this type of homemaking instruction, a well-trained corps of teachers is
available throughout the State.
A teacher-training course for qualified teachers of homemaking and related
subjects preparatory to teaching in household arts schools and departments was
conducted at Fitchburg summer session.
Training Teachers in Service. — All teachers have done satisfactory professional
improvement work. Many who have received the five-year certificate are continu-
ing with profitable improvement programs which should strengthen the work in
their respective schools. The local and State authorities counsel with the teacher
as to that improvement work which should prove most valuable for the school and
for herself.
During the school year 1928-29, 478 visits were made to continuation and voca-
tional schools for girls and women; 978 visits to individual teachers, and 200 teach-
ers have been rendered special service, both in connection with school visits and in
office conferences. These contacts by State supervisors are for the purpose of as-
sisting local authorities and teachers in maintaining and promoting satisfactory
standards of work.
At the Fitchburg summer session, professional improvement one-week con-
ferences for household arts, continuation, and industrial supervisors and teachers
were held between July 1 and 12, and for teachers and supervisors of practical
art classes for women from July 15 to 26.
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The following table gives the number of teachers in attendance at these and at
the pre-employment summer courses:
Professional Improvement Teacher-Training
Conferences Courses
Industrial..... 5 Industrial .... 3
Day household arts . . -21 Day household arts . . -15
Evening practical art . . .45 Evening practical art . . 34
Continuation . . .32 Continuation . . . .12
Total 103 Total . . . .64
The Fitchburg summer session, being organized on a conference basis, gave
teachers an opportunity to discuss the problems of their own school work with
other teachers and members of the faculty. Problems of organization and ad-
ministration, standards of work, methods of teaching, courses of study and new
devices, also subject matter were discussed with respect to the several types of
schools represented. Special attention was directed to the development of more
work in programs in the social and economic aspects of homemaking. With the
continued co-operation of the Massachusetts Department of Health, further in-
struction in nutrition was given to foods teachers. Through a clothing clinic, with
the co-operation of several authorities in the fields of health and dress, factors
affecting healthful, attractive and suitable personal a;ppearance for teachers and
pupils were demonstrated and discussed. Home decoration in adult classes was
again stressed as to technique and essential fundamentals.
Dressmaking and millinejry shops for the purpose of instructing qualified telachers
of these subjects in methods in vogue were conducted by outstanding tradeswomen.
CONTINUATION SCHOOLS
No new schools have been established during the year. Schools in Braintree and
Ludlow have been discontinued. In each of the communities less than 200 certifi-
cates had been issued to minors of continuation school age during both of the two
preceding calendar years. In this connection it is worth while to note that several
communities have found the continuation school of such value that the communi-
ties have voluntarily maintained such schools in the absence of an active legal
requirement.
The city of Boston has provided during the last two years new housing for both
the girls' and boys' divisions of the continuation school. These new quarters give
Boston distinct leadership among the large cities of the country in the matter of
suitable housing for continuation school work.
Pre-employment Teacher-Training and Training Teachers in Service
A one-week conference for directors and teachers in service and a four-week course
for new and candidate teachers were conducted at the Fitchburg Normal School
during the summer session. This is a part of the regular procedure in the teacher-
training service. A total of 116 men and women were in attendance.
Men candidates for shop positions, in addition to pursuing the summer course
in continuation school pedagogy, are also trained in the regular vocational teacher-
training classes.
In the women's field, details of this service are given above in the section on
"Trade, Industrial, and Homemaking Education for Girls and Women."
For the men the shops of the normal school are available. Special training was
afforded in the organization and administration of a household mechanics op-
portunity.
During the year the director of the division has conducted a series of confereiices
with a committee of continuation school directors on the functions of survey enrol-
ment and employment follow-up. As an outgrowth of these conferences a program
of training in job analysis has been organized for teachers and directors throughout
the State.
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During the last year instruction was given in these schools to 22,751 different
minors. The net maintenance reimbursement cost for the year showed a decrease
of $12,496.98 from that of last year, due principally to decreased work. The
tuition reimbursement was $1,925.13 less than last year, due particularlj^ to de-
creased period of membership (hours of service) of non-resident pupils.
A comparative statement regarding enrolment and courses offered in these







No new legislation which directly affected the work of the Rehabilitation Section
was enacted during the 1929 session of the Legislature.
Administration and Procedure
Since the organization of the RehabiUtation Section in 1921 well formulated
policies for the handling of cases have been adopted, these policies being added to
from time to time as experience shows the need. Because of the successful re-
habilitation programs completed each year, the value of vocational rehabiUtation
for persons disabled in industry or otherwise is coming more and more to the atten-
tion of the agencies contacting these people; consequently, the number of cases
being referred is growing rapidly each year.
An increased number of such cases makes necessary close adherence to the policy
of a "definite job objective" in planning a rehabilitation program, and because
experience has shown it to be fundamentally sound each member of the staff insists
upon such an objective being decided upon before completing a training program.
The case method rather than the group method of accompUshing vocational
rehabilitation continues to be the policy of the Rehabilitation Section. Because
we are deaUng with human nature, each case referred requires individual treat-
ment. If the handicapped has had vocational experience, every possible use of
that experience is considered in planning a suitable occupation for him, the objec-
tive of vocational rehabilitation in every case being the placement of the person in
remunerative employment, consistent with his capabilities, at a vocation in which
he can engage despite his physical handicap.
Co-operation
Close co-operation is continued with the Department of Industrial Accidents.
Cases of persons meeting with serious vocational handicaps resulting from industrial
accidents are referred to the RehabiUtation Section by the members of the depart-
ment. The Rehabilitation Section also has access to the files of the Department
and is able to secure first-hand information of persons who have met with injuries
that constitute a vocational handicap.
Mention should also be made of the co-operation that is given the Rehabilitation
Section by other State departments, insurance companies, employers, hospitals,
and the various civic organizations throughout the Commonwealth,
Maintenance
Chapter 434, Acts of 1923, an act to provide funds for paying the cost of mainte-
nance of certain persons while pursuing a course of vocational training under the
supervision of the Rehabilitation Section, has been helpful in the success of the
work during the past year. The investigation as to the need of maintenance
conducted by the Department of Public Welfare assures the RehabiUtation Sec-
tion that only deserving persons are considered for benefits from this fund.
During the year eight persons appUed for maintenance while in training. The
applications were referred to the Department of Public Welfare for investigation.
Approval was granted to six appUcants, disapproved in one case and withdrawn
in another.
Statistics
Classification of registrants are set out in the table herewith.
The number of persons who were inducted into training programs during the
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Statistical Presentation of Registrants
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of the Department shows the economic value of vocational rehabilitation. With-
out such service it is quite likely,that the earning capacity of the group would have
remained at the lower level for an indefinite period.
IlLLUSTRATIVE CaSES
Because of the individual nature of rehabilitation work and the policy of the
Department to study each case carefully from every angle before planning a re-
habilitation program, real challenges for the re-estabUshment of the individual in
industry are presented day by day. The following illustrate type cases:
Public Institutional Training
R C , 17 years of age, fell while hopping a freight train resulting in the
loss of both legs. The boy, an orphan, living with his grandparents, had just com-
pleted the second year in high school. After a conference with a representative of
the Rehabilitation Section he readily agreed to the suggestion that he continue
his high school training. This plan made necessary the furnishing of a pair of
artificial limbs. Relatives came forward wdth one-half the cost of the limbs, the
other half being paid from Federal funds under the control of the RehabiUtation
Section. After receiving the limbs arrangements were made for the young man to
return to the commercial department of the high school. His whole attitude im-
proved, the principal and faculty members were delighted to report that he had
changed from an indifferent, mischievous boy with a rank of 12% below the average
to an excellent student. He graduated with scholastic honors and was composer
of the class song. As a result of contacts with employers made by the Rehabilita-
tion Section, he was placed as a clerk in the transfer department of a large invest-
ment house at an initial salary of $15 per week. He reports for work daily and asks
no special consideration on account of his handicap and has the same opportunity




26 years of age, had lost his right arm at the elbow in a non-com-
pensable accident when his case was referred to the Rehabilitation Section. After
completing a year in high school the young man left school and entered employ-
ment as an errand boy. He drifted into different jobs and at the time of his injury-
was employed as a chauffeur for a local express company. Because of his handi-
cap he was unable to continue in that line and a new vocation had to be selected.
He had a rather pleasing personality, was bright and sought an opportunity to fit
himself for the insurance business. Arrangements were made for him to enter a
private commercial school as a day student where he applied himself diligently
to the studies for a period of eight months. Upon the completion of his training
he was placed as an office clerk. Later he transferred to the employ of an insurance
company at a salary of $16 per week. As he acquires experience with this concern
he will be advanced and given an opportunity to become a sales representative.
Employment Training
A P was a native of Finland, 35 years of age, married, with a wife and
one son. He had been in this country 16 years when he met with an industrial
accident caused by an explosion of a steel gas tank which resulted in the loss of
his left arm at the shoulder. Because his employer was uninsured the man re-
ceived no compensation payments for his injury. He tried in vain to secure em-
ployment at his old trade as sheet metal worker but because of his handicap no
employer would consider him. As a result the family became dependent upon
one of the private charitable agencies in the city in which he lived. His case was
then referred to the Rehabilitation Section and a shop training program in duco re-
finishing and automobile painting was planned for him. Because of the length of
time that would elapse before he could begin to earn a week's pay the Rehabilitation
Section furnished financial aid of $12 per week under Chapter 434, Acts of 1923,
for a period of 24 weeks. At the end of that period the training was completed
and the man was placed in employment with an auto body and welding company
at an initial salary of $20 per week. The total expenditure for rehabilitating this
man was $288. He is still employed by the same concern, has proved he is able to
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do any work in connection with the painting and re-finishing of automobiles and is
very happy in his new surroundings. His wages at present are $35 per week, his
family has resumed its previous independence in the community and all have ex-
pressed their appreciation of the service rendered by the Rehabilitation Section.
Combination Service
On March 3, 1928, W R , 20 years of age, was referred for vocational
training and assistance in the purchase of an artificial appliance. While setting off
fireworks on the preceding Fourth of July an explosion took place resulting in the
loss of his left foot six inches above the ankle. This injury prevented his continu-
ing in his regular work, that of a machinist. His employer agreed, however, that
his previous experience formed a good background for drafting and that a place
would be found for him in the drafting department as soon as he could qualify. A
training program in mechanical drawing was planned for the young man in a public
vocational school in which he made very satisfactory progress. During the training
period he was furnished with an artificial limb and became quite proficient in its
use while attending school. After eight months of intensive application the em-
ployer was satisfied through the specimen drawings submitted by the young man
that he would be of value in the drafting room and he employed him as a tracer




36 years of age, whose handicap was progressive deafness of ten
years' duration, was referred to the Rehabilitation Section for vocational advice
and employment. His mother was dependent upon him for support; therefore, he
could not afford to spend any time in training. His last employer, a landscape
gardener, had recentlygone out of business and the man found it impossible to secure
other employment. After a number of fruitless attempts to interest employers
in the man an opportunity was found for him in a bakery feeding the ovens and
loading trucks. The employer was quick to sense the fact that this man would not
be affected by any noise or confusion and was glad to co-operate with the Rehabilita-
tion Section in placing the man into employment at a wage of $24 per week.
Rehabilitations




FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION














Division of University Extension
:
Enrolment fees 137,361 97
Sale of material and rental of films...... 23,360 76
Division of Vocational Education
:
Vocational rehabilitation (reimbursement) . . . . 318 44
Division of the Blind
:
Maintenance of industries ....... 99,744 47
Maintenance of local shops ........ 43,891 80
Woolson House industries for men ...... 12,756 70
Massachusetts Nautical School:
Students' fees 6,050 00
Graduation fees forfeited . . . . . . . 877 64
Refund on retirement deductions . . . . . . 4 11
Expenses of schoolship (grant from Federal Government)
. 25,000 00
State Textile Schools:
Bradford Durfee (Fall River)
:
Maintenance 2,796 72
Grant from City of Fall River 10,000 00
Lowell Textile Institute:
Maintenance 36,265 06








II. Statistics of Superintendency Unions, Year ending June 30, 1929
Index of Towns



































































































































































































III. Towns of Less than 500 Families and State Aid for High School
Education therein, School Year ending June 30, 1929
Explanation of Abbreviations and Symbols in Table
In column 5 — ,,.,,, ii^jj
"Acad." denotes that high school education was furnished by a high school not under the order and
superintendence of the school committee.
In columns 5 and 7 — ii-tT-T_ijj
"Excess" denotes that the ratio of the valuation to the net average membership of the schools exceeded
the corresponding ratio for the Commonwealth; consequently, the town received no high school aid
or tuition reimbursement.
In column 7 —
...
* denotes valuation over $1,000,000; reimbursement, one-half.
t denotes valuation of $500,000 to $1,000,000; reimbursement, three-fourths.
No symbol, valuation less than $500,000; reimbursement, in full.
t denotes that the town expended from local taxation for the support of schools less than $4 per $1,000
valuation; consequently, the town received no high school transportation reimbursement.
* denotes said expenditure was between $4 and $5 per $1,000 valuation; reimbursement, one-half.
t denotes said expenditure was between $5 and $6; reimbursement, three-fourths.
No symbol, said expenditure was over $6; reimbursement, in full.
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III. Towns of Less than 500 Families and State Aid for High School Education
therein, School Year ending June 30, 1929— Continued
P.D. 2. 89
III. Towns of Less than 500 Families and State Aid for High School Education
therein, School Year ending June 30, 1929 — Concluded
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IV. Certification of Teachers for State-aided High Schools
Teachers in State-aided high schools (of which there were 37 in the year 1928-
29) are required by section 12, chapter 71 of the General Laws, to hold certificates
issued by the Department of Education. Teachers in other high schools and teach-
ers in elementary schools are not required to hold State certificates. Applicants
are usually issued certificates on credentials without examination.
The Department recently adopted the additional regulation in connection with
teachers' certificates, that such certificates would be issued only to teachers in the
State-aided high schools of Massachusetts or to bona fide candidates for positions
in such schools.
Two classes of certificates are now granted, namely, term and special. A general
certificate was granted prior to July 1, 1912. The requirements for these certifi-
cates are stated in a circular of information which may be obtained from the De-
partment of Education.
The total number of high school teachers' certificates granted up to December
1, 1929, was as follows:
General, 587; Preliminary, 1,183; Special, 819; Term, 1,355; Life, 6. Total,
3,950.
V. County Training Schools
The following table gives a list of the county training schools in the State for



















The counties of Barnstable, Berkshire, Dukes, Franklin, Hampshire, and Nan-
tucket are exempted by law from maintaining training schools of their own, but
the county commissioners of each of these counties are required to assign an es-
tablished training school as a place of commitment for habitual truants, absentees,
and school offenders. The places designated by the several commissioners are as
follows: Barnstable County, Walpole; Berkshire County, Springfield; Dukes, Frank-
lin and Hampshire Counties, North Chelmsford; Nantucket County, . . . An agent
of the Department visited all the county schools during the year.
Table showing the Number of Pupils Attending, Admitted, and Discharged
County Training School
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VII. General School Fund
(Chapter 70, General Laws)
Distribution under Part I (Nov. 20, 1929):
General $4,998,202 61
Supplementary .......... 300,575 10
Distribution under Part II (March 10, 1929):
Towns in which the proportionate amount paid by such towns of every
thousand dollars of State tax as established by the last preceding
valuation made for the purpose of apportioning such tax:
Class I —So or less $47,351 92
Class II—More than 8c but not more than 16c .... 64,245 95
Class III—More than 16c but not more than 40o ... 178,476 05
Class IV—More than 40c but not more than 50c .... 48,633 86
From income tax (Part I) $5,298,777 71
From income of Massachusetts School Fund (Part II) . . . . 213,928 78





Table No. 1 . — Roster of State-aided vocational and 'part-time schools
School Year ending August 31, 1929
ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY-THREE (aLL) SCHOOLS IN OPERATION DURING THE YEAR
(or now) IN 75 CITIES AND TOWNS LISTED CHRONOLOGICALLY BY TYPES OF SCHOOLS,
WITH DATES OF ESTABLISHMENT AND NAMES OF DIRECTORS
Group I. Txoenty-eight day industrial schools (boys)
Smith's Agricultural (Northampton), Oct., 1908; Herbert N. Loomis.
New Bedford Vocational, Nov., 1909; Wilham H. Mackintosh.
Newton Vocational, Feb., 1909; Michael W. Murray.
Worcester Boys' Trade, Feb., 1910; Albert J. Jameson.
Somerville Vocational School for Boys, Sept., 1910; Harry L. Jones.
Lowell Vocational, Sept., 1911; Thomas F. Fisher.
Springfield Trade, Sept., 1911; George A. Burridge.
Westfield Trade, Sept., 1911 ; Chester C. Derby.
Boston Trade, Feb., 1912; WUliam C. Crawford.
Quincy Trade, Sept., 1912; Elijah P. Barrows.
Holyoke Vocational, Sept., 1914; Matthew S. Herbert.
Diman (Fall River), May, 1916; Frederick H. Rundall.
Independent Industrial Shoemaking School of the City of Lynn, Aug., 1918;
Michael J. Tracey.
Chicopee Vocational, Sept., 1921; John H. Sullivan.
Weymouth Industrial, Feb., 1924; Francis Whipple.
Vineyard Haven Carpentry School (Tisbury), Sept., 1925; Henry A. Ritter.
Beverly Trade, Nov., 1926; Edgar A. Winters.
Haverhill Trade, Nov., 1926; Albert L. Barbour.
Everett Trade, Sept., 1927; James T. Gearon.
Pittsfield Vocational, May, 1928; John F. Moran.
Waltham Day Vocational, Sept., 1928; Harold L. Pride.
Brighton Industrial, Feb., 1929; Alexander MacGilvray.
Charlestown Industrial, Feb., 1929; Maurice J. Moriarty.
Dorchester Industrial, Feb., 1929; Arlon O. Bacon.
East Boston Industrial, Feb., 1929; Walter Naylor.
Hyde Park Industrial, Feb., 1929; James T. Clarke.
South Boston Industrial, Jan., 1929; Thomas A. Roche.
Memorial High (Roxbury) Industrial, Sept., 1929; Patrick J. Smith.
Group II. Three day industrial schools (girls)
Trade School for Girls (Boston), Sept., 1909; Esther L. McNellis.
David Hale Fanning Trade School for Girls (Worcester), Sept., 1911; Elizabeth
W. Burbank.
Gloucester Day Industrial, Feb., 1929; Ernest W. Fellows.
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Group III. Nineteen evening industrial schools (men)
Cambridge, Oct., 1907; Martin F. O'Connor.
New Bedford Evening Vocational, Nov., 1907; William R. Mackintosh.
Lawrence, Mar., 1908; Francis X. Hogan.
Boston Trade School, Evening Classes, Oct., 1908; Chester B. Hammond (Acting).
Chicopee, Oct., 1908; John H. Sullivan,
Newton Evening Vocational, Feb., 1909; Michael W. Murray.
Worcester Boys' Evening Trade, Feb., 1910; Albert J. Jameson.
Lowell Evening Vocational, Sept., 1911; Thomas F. Fisher.
Everett, Oct., 1911; J. Henry Clagg.
Holyoke Evening Vocational, Oct., 1911; Matthew S. Herbert.
Quincy, Oct., 1911; James N. Muir.
Fall River, Jan., 1914; Hector L. Belisle.
Waltham, Dec, 1915; Harold L. Pride.
Springfield Evening Trade, Feb., 1916; George A. Burridge.
Beverly, Nov., 1916; Edgar A. Winters.
Southbridge, Sept., 1919; James Forbes.
Brookline, Jan., 1920; Oscar C. Gallagher.
Lynn Evening Industrial Shoemaking, Jan., 1927; Michael J. Tracey.
Westfield, Oct., 1929; Chester C. Derby.
Group IV. Evening industrial schools (women)
Not conducted 1928-29.
Group V. Twenty-jour day homemahing schools
New Bedford Household Arts, Nov., 1907; William R. Mackintosh.
Smith's Household Arts (Northampton), Oct., 1908; Herbert N. Loomis.
Newton Vocational, Feb., 1909; Jeannie B. Kenrick.
Lowell Vocational, Sept., 1911; Thomas F. Fisher.
Essex County School of Homemaking (Hathorne), Sept., 1914; Fred A. Smith.
Quincy School of Homemaking, June, 1916; Ruth S. Cowles.
Fall River Household Arts, Nov., 1919; Hector L. Belisle.
Boston Household Arts, Feb., 1920; Herbert S. Weaver.
Somerville Household Arts, Nov., 1920; Mary H. Brown.
Everett Household Arts, Mar., 1921; Fairfield Whitney.
Scituate Household Arts, Sept., 1921; Harold C. Wingate.
Hadley Household Arts, Apr., 1922; James P. Reed.
Hatfield Household Arts, Sept., 1922; Richard 0. Burrill.
Pittsfield Household Arts, Sept., 1922; John F. Gannon.
Weymouth Household Arts, Feb., 1924; Frederick W. Hilton.
Westport Household Arts, Mar., 1924; Norman L. Gifford.
Haverhill Household Arts, Sept., 1924; Albert L. Barbour.
Falmouth Household Arts, Apr., 1925; Blynn E. Davis.
Belchertown Household Arts, Mar., 1925; Herman C. Knight.
Amesbury Household Arts, Sept., 1925; Ralph R. Barr.
Shelburne Falls Household Arts, Sept., 1928; Frank P. Davidson.
Bourne Household Arts, Sept., 1928; James F. Peebles.
Holyoke Household Arts, Sept., 1928; Howard Conant.
Hanover Household Arts, Oct., 1929; Raymond C. Wass.
Group VI. Thirty-five evening practical art schools
New Bedford, Nov., 1907; William R. Mackintosh.
Lawrence, Mar., 1908; Francis X. Hogan.
Newton, Feb., 1909; Michael W. Murray.
Lowell, Sept., 1911; Thomas F. Fisher.
Worcester (Independent Board), Sept., 1911; Elizabeth W. Burbank.
Everett, Oct., 1911; J. Henry Clagg.
Holyoke, Oct., 1911; WiUiam R. Peck.
Quincy, Oct., 1911; James N. Muir.
Somerville, Oct., 1911; Mary H. Brown.
Boston, Oct., 1912; Joseph F. Gould.
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Cambridge, Oct., 1912; Martin F. O'Connor.
Methuen, Oct., 1912; Lewis H. Conant.
Wakefield, Oct., 1912; Willard B. Atwell.
Fall River, Jan., 1914; Hector L. Belisle.
Gloucester, Jan., 1916; Ralph P, Ireland.
Leominster, Feb., 1916; William H. Perry.
Essex County (Hathorne), July, 1918; Fred A. Smith.
Taunton, Sept., 1918; Wendell A. Mowry.
Beverly, Sept., 1919; Wilhelmina Patterson.
Waltham, Nov., 1919; William H. Slayton.
Brookline, Jan., 1920; Oscar C. Gallagher.
Worcester (School Committee), Jan., 1920; Catharine A. McHugh.
Lynn, Feb., 1920; Ervin W. Engler.
Gardner, June, 1920; Fordyce T. Reynolds.
Webster, Sept., 1921; James A. Lobban.
Needham, Oct., 1921; John C. Davis.
Chicopee, Nov., 1921; John J. Desmond, Jr.
Chelsea, Dec, 1921; Fred A. Pitcher.
Norwood, Dec, 1921; Edmund C. Eastwood.
Medford, Oct., 1922; Stanley C. Battles.
North Attleborough, Oct., 1924; George W. Morris.
Salem, Nov., 1926; Nicholas T. McNeil.
Somerset, Sept., 1928; H. Freeman Bates.
Wevmouth, Oct., 1928; Frederick W. Hilton.
Rockport, Apr., 1929; William F. Eldredge.
Group VII. Fifty-two part-lime {co-operative and compulsory continuation) schools
Co-operative schools:
Beverly Co-operative Trade, Aug., 1909; Edgar A. Winters.
Boston:
Charlestown, Sept., 1919; Maurice J. Moriarty.
Hyde Park, Sept., 1919; James C. Clarke.
Dorchester, Sept., 1920; Arlon 0. Bacon.
Brighton, Sept., 1922; Alexander MacGilvray.
East Boston, June, 1925; Walter Naylor.
South Boston Jan., 1929; Thomas A. Roche.
Memorial High (Roxbury), Sept., 1929; Patrick J. Smith.
Cole Trade, Southbridge, Sept., 1919; James Forbes.
Weymouth, May, 1927; Frederick W. Hilton.
Compulsory Continuation schools:
Boston, Sept., 1914; Paul V. Donovan.
Adams, Sept., 1920; Ernest C. Simpson.
Attleboro, Sept., 1920; Milton P. Dutton.
Beverly, Sept., 1920; Leslie R. Jones.
Braintree, Sept., 1920; C. Edward Fisher.
Cambridge, Sept., 1920; James Dugan.
Chelsea, Sept., 1920; Edward J. Hubner.
Chicopee, Sept., 1920; John H. Sullivan.
Clinton, Sept.. 1920; Thomas F. Gibbons.
Easthampton, Sept., 1920; Herbert D. Casey.
Everett, Sept., 1920; James Gearon.
Fall River, Sept., 1920; Charles E. Reed.
Fitchburg, Sept., 1920; Watson Otis.
Haverhill, Sept., 1920; Robert F. Coates.
Holyoke, Sept., 1920; Edward J. Scanlon.
Lawrence, Sept., 1920; Francis X. Hogan.
Leominster, Sept., 1920; Rodney Poland.
Lowell, Sept., 1920; Thomas A. Ginty.
Lynn, Sept., 1920; Ralph W. Babb.
Maiden, Sept., 1920; Leroy M. Twichell.
Marlborough, Sept., 1920; James T. O'Connor.
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New Bedford, Sept., 1920; Edward T. N. Sadler.
North Adams, Sept., 1920; Justin Barrett.
Northampton, Sept., 1920; Percival Molt.
Northbridge, Sept., 1920; James S. MuUaney.
Pittsfield, Sept., 1920; John F. Moran.
Quincy, Sept., 1920; Harlan L. Harrington.
Salem, Sept., 1920; Agnes V. Cragen,
Somerville, Sept., 1920; Everett W. Ireland.
Southbridge, Sept., 1920; Emmanuel F. Vantura.
Springfield, Sept., 1920; Carroll W. Robinson.
Taunton, Sept., 1920; Frank L. Caton.
Waltham, Sept., 1920; William H. Slayton.
Ware, Sept., 1920; William R. Barry.
Watertown, Sept., 1920; Franklin P. Keating.
Webster, Sept., 1920; Stephen L. Sadler.
Westfield, Sept., 1920; Chester C. Derby.
Worcester, Sept., 1920; Thomas F. Power.
Gloucester, Sept., 1921; Ernest W. Fellows.
Milford, Sept., 1921; Almorin 0. Caswell.
Andover, Sept., 1923; Carl Gahan.
Newton Voluntary Continuation School for Girls, Sept., 1927; Jessica Meserve.
Group VIII. Four agricultural schools
Smith's, Oct., 1908; Herbert N. Loomis.
Bristol County, Sept., 1913; George H. Gilbert.
Essex County, Oct., 1913; Fred A. Smith.
Norfolk County, Oct., 1916; Charles W. Kemp.
Wejnnouth Branch, Oct., 1916; Hilmer S. Nelson, instructor.
Group IX. Fourteen vocatioyial agricultural departments with names of instructors
(day) 1
Hadley, Jan., 1912; Paul W. Brown.
Ashfield, Aug., 1913; Louis H. Black.
Reading, May, 1915; H. T. Wheeler.
Worcester, May, 1917; John E. Gifford.
Boston, Nov., 1918; Thomas P. Dooley.
New Salem, Sept., 1919; R. Arthur Lundgren.
Shelburne Falls, Mar., 1920; John G. Glavin.
West Springfield, Apr., 1920; John E. Miltimore.
Falmouth, Sept., 1920; Lewis B. Robinson.
Hatfield, Aug., 1921; Edward J. Burke.
Westport, Aug., 1925; Karl Erickson.
Hanover, Apr., 1927; Leon M. Orcutt.
Agawam, Aug., 1929; Louis H. Moseley.
Dartmouth, Sept., 1929; Frederick S. Armstrong.
Group X. Four vocational agricultural departments with names of instructors
(evenings) ^
Haverhill, Aug., 1918; Ernest A. Howard.
New Salem, Oct., 1923; R. Arthur Lundgren.
Essex County, Dec, 1926; A. W. Doolittle.
West Springfield, Oct., 1927; John E. Miltimore.
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Table No. 5. — Earnings of vocational agricultural pupils from projects and other
supervised work during the periods covered by their school attendance




Vital statistics by types of schools and departments
School Year ending August 31, 1929
Group I. Day industrial schools (boys)
104 P.D. 2.
Table No. 6. — Vital statistics by types of schools and departments— Continued
Group IV. Evening industrial schools {women)
(Classes not conducted this year)
Group V. Day homemaking schools
1
P.D. 2. 105
Table No. 6. — Vital statistics by types of schools and departments — Continued
Group VII. Part-time (a) co-operative; (b) compulsory continuation; and (c) apprenticeship schools
1
106 P.D. 2.
Table No. 6. — Vital statistics by types of schools and departments— Continued
Group VIII. Agricultural schools
1
P.D. 2.


































III. Actions taken in Registrations
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Table No. 7. — Use of Federal Funds
P.D. 2. 109





Table No. 7. — Use of Federal Funds — Continued











Table No. 8. — Statistics of teacher-training from Sept. 1, 1928, to Aug. 31, 1929




Table No. 8. — Statistics of teacher-training from Sept. 1, 1928, to Awg. SI, 1929 —
Continued




Table No. 8. — Statistics of teacher-training from Sept. 1, 19S8, to Aug. 31, 1929 —
Continued












Table No. 9. — Number of different minors 14 to 16 years of age, who, mthin the
calendar year, Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1929, were employed while schools were in ses-
sion, as per returns
Group I. Cities
[Cities in bold-faced tjrpe are those conducting continuation schools]
116 P.D. 2.
Table No. 9. — Number of different minors 14 to 16 years of age, etc.—Con.
Group II. Towns of 6,000 povv.laXion or over— Concluded
TOWNS — Con.
P.D. 2. 117
Table No. 9. — Number of different minors 14 to 16 years of age, etc.—Con.







118 ^ P.D. 2.
Table No. 9. — Number of different minors 14 to 16 years of age, efc.—Con.
Group III. Towns of less than 5,000 population and maintaining high schools— Concluded
P.D. 2. 119
Table No. 9. — Number of different minors 14 to 16 years of age, etc.—Con.
Group IV. Towns of less than 5,000 population and not maintaining high schools — Continued
TOWNS— Con.
120 P.D. 2.
Table No. 9. — Number of different minors 14 to 16 years of age, etc.—Con.


























































































I. Summary of total enrolment of students throughout the Commonwealth according
to type of instruction, — correspondence and class:
(Period covered, Jan. 19, 1916, when first student enrolled, to Nov. 30, 1929)
Total correspondence enrolment ....... 56,950
Total class enrolment ......... 309,275
Total 366,225
II. Cities and towns in which extension classes were held from Dec. 1, 1928, to Nov.
30, 1929, subjects taught, and number of students enrolled:
Amherst: Contemporary drama; Italian art; practical applications of mental
hj^giene. Total enrolment, 113.
Arlington: Modern merchandising. Total enrolment, 56.
Barnstable: Administrative duties of elementary school principals; advanced
English literature; advanced tests and measurements; problems and procedures
in adult alien education. Total enrolment, 43.
Billerica: Appreciation of music. Total enrolment, 16.
Boston: Advanced course in piano playing; advanced English expression;
advanced French conversation; advanced Gregg shorthand; advertising; Ameri-
can history; appreciation of decorative arts; appreciation of music ; appreciation
of opera; appreciation of symphonies; arts and crafts; automobile electric igni-
tion and hghting; automobile repair course for women; automobile repairing for
owners and operators; Bay State in American literature ; batik; beginner's course
in piano playing; blueprint reading; blueprint reading and estimating building
costs; business administration; business English ; business law; business problems
;
P.D. 2. 121
business psychology; Celtic literature; child psychology; copy writing; conversa-
tional French; conversational German; conversational Italian; conversational
Spanish; correct use of English; cultural personality; current events; direct
advertising; dramatic expression; dramatic workshop; economics; educational
sociology; Esperanto; estimating building costs; French lectures; French litera-
ture; French pronunciation and diction; good taste in dress; great political
thinkers; Gregg shorthand; harmony; India; industrial chemistry; interior
home decoration; international affairs; interpretative piano playing; interpreta-
tion of modern music ; investments; journahsm; keeping mentally fit ; methods of
teaching Enghsh to adult immigrants ; methods of teaching woodworking ; modern
and contemporary European writers; parliamentary law; partnership and corpora-
tion law; penal institution administration and routine; personal development in
business; personal problems in mental hygiene; physical education; piano play-
ing; popular aviation; principles of sociology; psychology applied to business,
social, and personal problems; psychology of great men; psychology of personality;
psychology of social behavior; psychology of thought; psychology of self-develop-
ment; public speaking; real estate law; real estate practice; recent books; re-
frigeration; Russian history; salesmanship; seUing car rides; speed stenography;
storytelling; traveler's French; visual aids in teaching ; and qualitative analysis.
Courses broadcast by radio: American hterature; essentials of drama — how to
see and read plays. Total enrolment, 16,899.
Brockton: Correct use of English; practical apphcations of mental hygiene;
public relations and pubUc speaking ; real estate law. Total enrolment, 206.
Cambridge: Advanced income tax problems; advanced practice in automotive
electricity; advanced radio theory; aeronautical mathematics; airplane design;
air transportation; alternating current machinery; appreciation of decorative
arts; auditing and public accounting; automobile repair shop and service station
management; blueprint reading; business and professional speaking; commercial
art; conversational Spanish; correct use of English; current events; Diesel en-
gines; economics; elementary accounting; elementary aeronautics; elementary
English and rhetoric; estimating building costs; foreman training; heating and
ventilating; income tax procedure; industrial electricity; interpretation of ac-
counts; journahsm; Lowell Institute preparatory course; mathematics; mathe-
matics for accounting; methods of estimating and unit costs; navigation; poetry
and verse writing; practical calculus; practical radio; principles of accounting;
pubUc utility economics; radio repairs; short story writing; structures and rig-
ging; theory and operation of aircraft engines; traffic management ; vacuum tubes
for radio receiving sets. Total em'olment, 5,540.
Canton: Teaching of language. Total enrolment, 21.
Chelsea: Modern merchandising; penmanship. Total enrolment, 76.
Chicopee: Advanced bookkeeping; advanced typewriting; comptometer;
English; shorthand; shorthand dictation; typewriting. Total enrolment, 174.
Clinton: Appreciation of art; the teaching of Enghsh in elementary schools.
Total enrolment, 63.
Everett: Music of many nations; progressive tendencies in teaching. Total
enrolment, 136.
Fall River: Advanced French; blueprint reading; correct use of Enghsh;
costume design; elementary French; interior home decoration; master portraits
of humanity; methods of "teaching general science; problems and procedure in
adult alien education; recent books; the teaching of oral and silent reading.
Total enrolment, 437.
Fitchburg: Advanced English literature; aeronautics; present tendencies in
teaching social science. Total enrolment, 78.
Foxborough: Appreciation of music. Total enrolment, 35.
Framingham: Everyday arithmetic; master portraits of humanity. Total
enrolment, 33.
Gardner: Appreciation of music. Total enrolment, 30.
Gloucester : Current history
;
practical apphcations of mental hygiene. Total
enrolment, 159.
Greenfield: Practical psychology; progressive teaching and classroom manage-
ment; pubhc speaking. Total enrolment, 157.
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Haverhill: Blueprint reading; master portraits of humanity; problems and
procedures in adult alien education; recent books. Total enrolment, 129.
Holyoke: Advanced typewriting; advanced bookkeeping; algebra; chemistry;
civil service; English; French; geometry; junior business training; Latin; me-;
chanical dra\ving; parUamentary law; physics; commercial arithmetic; psychol-
ogy of personality; public speaking; office appliances; Spanish; stenography;
United States history. Total enrolment, 562.
Hudson : Practical applied mathematics. Total enrolment, 74.
Lawrence: Conversational French; dietetics; modern American literature;
refrigeration. Total enrolment, 271.
Lenox: Genetic psychology. Total enrolment, 17.
Lowell: Appreciation of art; appreciation of music; automobile repair course
for women; blackboard drawing; blueprint reading; classroom management and
teaching technique; contemporary literature; conversational French; cost ac-
counting; elementary accounting; modern American literature; music of many
nations; parliamentary law; principles of accounting; refrigeration; teaching of
oral and silent reading. Total enrolment, 919.
Lynn: Auditing and business law; blueprint reading; business administration;
conversational French; current events; current history; ediphone; methods
of teaching English to adult immigrants; public speaking; practical electricity;
real estate law; recent books; refrigeration; typewriting. Total enrolment, 824.
Maiden: Methods in mathematics; public speaking; teaching of EngUsh.
Total enrolment, 103.
Marlborough : Practical applications of mental hygiene. Total enrolment, 14.
Maynard: Appreciation of art. Total enrolment, 41.
Methuen: Classroom management. Total enrolment, 54.
Needham: Conversational Spanish. Total enrolment, 65.
New Bedford: Civil service arithmetic; civil service English; correct use of
English; interior home decoration; methods of teaching English to adult immigrants;
modern tendencies in education; psychology of social behavior; psychology of
thought; public speaking; recent books; refrigeration. Total enrolment, 463.
Newburyport: Practical appUcations of mental hygiene. Total enrolment, 45.
North Adams: Advanced educational psychology; advanced Enghsh expres-
sion; practical appHcations of mental hygiene; educational sociology; problems
and procedures in adult alien education. Total enrolment, 146.
Northampton: Correct use of Enghsh; practical applications of mental hy-
giene; public speaking. Total enrolment, 86.
Norwood : Child psychology. Total enrolment, 90.
Pittsfield: Contemporary literature; psychology of personahty; public speak-
ing. Total enrolment, 190.
Plymouth: Practical apphcations of mental hygiene. Total enrolment, 63.
Ouincy. Correct use of Enghsh; power plant equipment. Total enrolment,
95.
Rockport: Modern tendencies in education. Total enrolment, 21.
Salem: Appreciation of Enghsh poetry; practical applications of mental hy-
giene. Total enrolment. 127.
Saugus: Study of the child. Total enrolment, 40.
Somerville: Modern drama; pubhc speaking. Total enrolment, 81.
Springfield: Aeronautics; American history; American literature; apprecia-
tion of modern music; child psychology; contemporary hterature; creative writ-
ing; dental theory; dramatic workshop; elementary accounting; elementary
aviation; investing in the stock market; keeping mentally fit; origin and growth
of public education; magazine and newspaper writing; magazine wi'iting; parlia-
mentary law; physical education for women; practical applications of mental
hygiene; principles of accounting; psychology apphed to business, social, and
personal problems; psychology of self-development; pubUc speaking; radio re-
pairs; reference work for hbrarians; teaching of Enghsh in the elementary grades;
teaching of oral and silent reading; tendencies in education. Total enrolment,
1,569.
Stockbridge: Genetic psychology. Total enrolment, 17.
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Taunton: Conversational French; interior home decoration; master portraits
of humanity; practical applications of mental hygiene. Total enrolment, 153.
Watertown: Current history; modern tendencies in education. Total enrol-
ment, 99.
Webster: Practical applications of mental hygiene. Total enrolment, 53.
Westfield: Correct use of Enghsh; educational psychology; public speaking.
Total enrolment, 74.
West Springfield : Social philosophy of education. Total enrolment, 48.
Winchester: Appreciation of art; parliamentary law. Total enrolment, 57.
Winthrop : Child psychology. Total enrolment, 57.
Worcester: Advanced Enghsh expression; advanced mental hygiene; apprecia-
tion of art; automobile repairing for owners and operators; blueprint reading;
business English; child psychology; correct use of English; educational tests and
measurements; effective speaking; elementary accounting; fundamentals of
financial investment; master portraits of humanity; modern tendencies in edu-
cation; present-day literature; principles of economics; principles of sociologj'';
psychology applied to business, social, and personal problems; public speaking;
refrigeration; teaching Enghsh in junior high school; teaching of oral and silent
reading; tests and measurements; United States history; world geography; world
literature. Total enrolment, 965.
Totals: 53 cities and towns; 508 classes; total enrolment, 31,884.
III. Number of students who have re-enrolled in correspondence courses since the
establishment of the Division
Total (men and women), 17,255
IV. Number of students enrolled in North Adams Normal School correspondence
courses
1. Average yearly enrolment in first eighteen-year period (1911-1929), 152.^
2. Enrolment in 1928-1929, 118.
V. Summary of Adult Alien education since its establishment under the provisions
of chapter 69, sections 9 and 10, General Laws
1. Enrolment of adult immigrants in English and citizenship classes for school
years ending August 31
:






















2. Number of English and citizenship classes conducted for adult immigrants for
school years ending August 31
:
1920- 1921- 1922- 1923- 1924- 1925- 1926- 1927- 1928-
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
In evening schools . 750
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3. Number of cities and towns operating Aug. 31, 1929, under the provisions of






4. Number of cities and towns enploying full-time and part-time directors and
supervisors for Adult Alien Education, Aug. 31, 1929:
Full-time directors and supervisors ........ 25
Part-time directors and supervisors ........ 63
Total 88
5. Amount of reimbursement distributed by the State for the school year ending
Aug. 31, 1929 $148,560 62










Full-time clerks, stenographers, etc.
Part-time instructors
Part-time clerical and stenographic service
General Expenses














Typewriters, other machines and accessories
Total
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